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Union specialist joins U'niversity counsel:
Molly Parker
Dally Egyptian

A new lawyer specializing in
t1nions will be added to the
University's general counsel almost in
time for the start of the faculty union
negotiations.
Peter Ruger, the University's general counsel, said the new lawyer will
be hired within the no.-r 30 days.
The first meeting between the

administration and faculty union is
Feb.18.
Ruger said the candidate search
has been narrowed down to seven
qualified candidates fiom a pool of
about 60 applicants.
The new lawyer will fill a vacated
position caused by the resignation ofa
lawyer about a year ago.
Ruger said he has been reoq;anizing the general counsel since 1997 in
an attempt to hire counselors with

specialties. of interest to SIU. Aside
fiom Ruger, two lawyers are based in
Springfield, two part-time lawyers are
in Edwardsville, with one full-time
and two part-time workers in
Carbondale.
The new lawyer will work fulltime and represent the administration
in union cases at SIUC, SIUEdwardsville and the School of
Medicine in Springfield.
This year's faculty negotiations

mark the third round since the SIUC
faculty unionized in 1996. During the
last two negotiation sessions, the
administration hired an outside law
finn, SCJfarth and Shaw, for counsel.
A representative fiom Seyfarth
and Shaw attended every negotiation
session, and during an approxmi~te
16-month period, the University paid
Seyfarth and Shaw nearly a quarter of
a million dollars for its services.
"In the past we have not had

someone who is specialized in unions,
so a number of grievances and labor
issues have had to be referred to an
outside council," Ruger said.
Ruger acknowledged that this was
a lot of money but said the new layer
will save the Uruvcrsity in the longrun because the new position will
reduce the amount paid to outside
counsel.
See SPEC;IALIST, page 5

Cops hunt
for hit-andrun suspect

1:akin' care of business

Incident fourth crosswalk
collision in four months
Ben Botkin
Daily Egyptian

Reed Fouard, a plumber from Carterville, adjusts the size of a PCV pipe inside a structure on East Grand Avenue Monday
afternoon. The st.anding frame is the start of new off-campus student housing.

Administrators psyched to moye back to Anthony
18 months later
construction on
historic structure
nearly finished

Since Wendler has only been at
SIUC for seven months, this will be
his first time ,votking in a perma-

nent office.
''I\'C only seen [Anthony Hall],
and I'm looking forward to wotking
there,• Wendler said. "I still ha,'C .
boxes I ha,'Cn't unpa&d }'Ct,
because I knew we'd be moving back
Ol"erthcre."
Brian Peach
Daily Egyptian
Phil Gatton, ducctor of plant
and so-vice· operations, said rhcre is
SIUC administrators rum:: been ~substantial completion" of C\'Cr}'eager to move back into Anthony thing that needs to be done in
Hall for months, but Chancellor Anthony Hall; with · only some
Walter Wendler, a newcomer, is painting, finishing and saatches to
looking forward to making it his be taken care 0£
"We're hoping during the week
office home fortlie first time in early
of Feb. 4 to at least start some movFebruary.
ing
and run'C C\,:rything in by the
Wendler and other administrators rut\'C been operating out of the first or second week of February,"
Northwest Anna buildings during Gatton said;
Vice Chancellor for Student
the past 18 months while Anthony
and
Enrollment
Hall• was being =iovatcd Thq-'11 .Affairs
n01v be able to start moving back Man.agcmcnt I.any Dietz is anxious
into the building the first week of to return to .Anthony Hall His
February. The• building houses office will be one ofthe first to nuke
offices fur University administrators; the mow; as the building will· be

filled starting with

the third .floor,

which is where Student A.flairs and
legal counsel reside.
Dietz misses the central location
of Anthony Hall, located just north
of the parking garage near the
Student Center, but said the
UM'Crsity .values the Northwest
Annc,c, a building that scivcs in part
as a tcmporay home to displaced
offices on campus.
"It's important for an institution
to rut\'C places like this- temporary
quarters," Dietz said. .
_. After the projected· completion
date ofDcc.10 was not met, Gatton
said work oontinucd during winter
break.
Even with the extra time being
put into therenm-ations, Gatton said
the original budget of S3.13 million
·was not cxceedcd. The money went
toward replacing pipes, ceilings,
walls, lighting, the heating and cooling systems and ~oving asbestos.
Other changes· were also made to
nuke the building more aesthcticah

Jy pleasing and dq,ict Smiki pride:.

Anthony Hall was built in 1913
as a women's dormitory and is
named after women's riglits acfuist
Susan B. Anthony. It cost S75,000,
which, with inflation, com-erts into
approximately S1.3 million toda),:
Wendler said it will be nice to be
at the center of campus and not on
the outskirts because it lll3kcs him
closer to places he often visits.
"!fit's a beautiful d..-y on campus,
I like to walk fiom one place to
another," he said. "Later today I'll be
going over to the Student Center
ancl I'm ·going to dm'C there. If "\\'C
were fm Anthony Hall]; I couH

walk."
.
Workfug in the middle of cam~
pus, Wendler thinks he'll be able to
interact more with students too.
"If I'in walking around l' sec
more people," he said. "I can stop
and say hi."
·
. Gmrry Skalski amJribute,i.
to this story.

:&portn-BrianPeJWJamkr=Jxd·
at~m.

The SIUC Police Department is asking the
public's help in finding the man responsible for
hitting an SIUC student in a campus crosswalk
Tuesday and bolting from the accident site.
The victim, whose name was nor :released
by SIUC Police, was in a crosswalk north ofthe
Communications Building on Lincoln Dm'C at
2 p.m. on Tuesday when hit bya car.
Rod SiC\-ers, associate diiector of Public
Affairs, said the driver attempted to stop too
late and hit the left side of the ~ictim's body as
the car skidded m"CT
the crosswalk, police Gus Bode
said. SiC\-ers said the
injured student was
treated at Memorial
Hospital
of
Carbondale
and
:released.
This
incident
marks the fourth
crosswalk oollision to
occur since September
21 when SIUC student Anne Coleman
was killed· in a Gus says: I guess
Univcrsityaosswalk.
the new speed
The suspect, who is limit is a real hit.
still at large, was
describe(! by the victim
as a black male who was driying a silver, fourdoor oompact car.
The incident follows three cases ofstudents
hit by cars in crosswalks that prompted
· Chancellor \\'alter Wendler to lower the campus speed limit fiom 25 to 20 mph. Students
were also wgcd to walk their bicycles through
crosswalks, a safety rule now required for bicyclists on campus.
Wendler was not available for oommcnt late
Wednesday.
Anne Coleman was killed'on Sept.21 after
being hit by a car while riding her bicycle
through a crosswalk between the SIU Arena
and the College of Applied Sciences and Arts
building.
On Oct. 17, SIUC student Laurie
Thornton received injuries while walking
through a Lincoln Dm'C aosswalk north of
Thompson Point's Bailey Hall. A male =dent
was also injured by a car while riding his big~
clc through a crosswalk near the Engi.n=ing
Building on Nov. 28.
·
.Anyone with information about Tuesda;y's
accident can all the SIU Police at 453-2381.
.An.:irwi,01!5
will be attepttd;

tips
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Deadline To Apply For A
Student
Medical Benefit
~
Extended Care Fee
Refund Is Friday, January
. 25,20021

The DEADLINE to apply for a Student Medical Benefit
Extended Care Fee refund is Friday, January 25, 2002.
To apply for a refund, a student must present his/her insurance
policy booklet or the schedule of benefits along with the
insurance wallet I.D. card to Student Health Programs, Student
Medical Benefit (Insurance) office, Kesnar Hall, Room 118.
All students, including those who have applied for a Cancellation
Waiver and whose fees are not yet paid, must apply for the
refund before the deadline. Students 17 and
under need a parent's signature.
Download refund form at:

National Briefs - National Briefs - Na~ti~~~::;;;fs - National Briefs - National Briefs
National Briefs - National Briefs National Briefs - National Briefs
National Briefs - National Briefs
ational Briefs - National Briefs

U. S. Topography
data from shuttle
mission unveiled
PASADENA, Calil - Displaying spectacular new
3·0 imag_es and animations of Califomia from
space, soentists at NASPis let Propulsion Laboratory (IPL),
Pasadena, Calif., Tuesday announced the release of hrgh•
resolution topographic data which will help create the
word's best topographic map. The data, of the continental
United States, was gathered during the February 2000
Shuttle Radar topography Mission.
0

h~~

U~nf~nd~:!'~~~eR~~d
~aJ1:~;~1rc.!~i~~7o;~~e
data.
'
"National and local government organizations, scientists,
commercial enterprises and civilians alike will find the
data useful for applications as diverse as earthquake studies, flood control, transportation and urban planning.•
enhanced ground• collrsion warning systems for aircraft
and better placemen! of cell phone towers,• he explained.
Wrth this release. gii:abytes of digital elevation-model
data, sampled at an rnterval of one measurement every 98
feet. are now available lo selected science investigators,
with 29S-foot sample imagery available to the general
public. Processing and distribution of v~lidated US. digital

Evidence shows .
killings
,in Peru
.

u.s. ignored

WASHINGTON - Newly declassified documents have
1
l~a~;~~~eo~h{~ t~v~~r:'1rf;~::~i;v~ri~
the
past 20 years but chose not to ad against Lima.

1fn'.: !~~
1
Ar~{:~~3;~:J:!i~e~~~r!:1~11~fo~~~~ ~tt ;;~urity
0

f~~!~!;~~1~~~~YM~~~~ria~~~'b~fa~~J~n~;.n,S:~c~~=r
and Mr. Alberto Fujimori.
They also reveal that US. diJllamats•in Lima received a
steady flow of information about atrocities committed by

~~~~np~~~n~q:/i~d{u~~~~~~afi~fu~~~!':; Marxist
Movements defeated.
One US. Embassy cable dated November 1986 details
the massacre· of 12 civil;ans in two villages in Ayacucho. A
thorough examination of the matter, however, revealed
the victims were not rebels as desaibed by police.
from Worldnews.com

http://wwN.siu.edu/-shp/DLForms.html
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Six killed as boat
capsizes in Mexico

Al-Qaeda was to
blow up U.S.
embassy in Yemen

www.q·uatros.com
222 W., Freeman Ccimpus Shopping Center

ILLAHERMOSA, Mexico - A speedboat canying 23 Salvadorian migrants who were planWASHINGTON - A top al-Qaeda !f!Cmber
ning lo cross illegally into the United States
held in Afghanistan told US. authonttes of a
-~~~
capS1zed in a river in southern Mexico on
terrorist plot tlllt led to t!te closure of_the \JS.
Tuesday, killing six people .ind leavin~ another
Embassy consular office m the Yemem capital
'=', .
11 missing and feared dead, officials sa,d. • ·last we,!=k. The Wa~ington Past said O!) Wed~i,sday.
""'~Also missing were two Mexican smugglers who
The hrgh~t:rankif!g al•QaC?a leade! rn capllvity, lbn al·
were riding on the single-engine metal and fiberglass
Sha_ykh al-!,ibr, prov,~ed the rnforma~~n on the ~lleged plot
boat. which struck a rock and capsized in the frigid waters
dunng an rnterroga~on al_ the US. mrl,tary base rn
of the Rio Usumacinta shortly after 9 a.m. Police and
Kandahar, u:5- offia~ls. said.
divers from the nearby municipality of Las Paredes c!e la
'1!1':Y descnbe~ al-Lib, a~ the former head of al:Qaeda
Cola del Oiablo, on the border of Tabasco and Chiapas
trarnrng ~mps rn Algh_amstan ~nd a dose as~ate o!
stales 21 s miles southeast of the city of Villahermosa, res•
Osama Brn ~den. y,'hrle skeptl~l a'!<>ut the rnformat,_on,
cued 6 Salvadorians who were able to ding to boulders
and swim to safety, Quiroz said.
the U~ offioals sard t~ey took it senously enough to rssue
a credible threat warning and order the consular office
Authorities also located the bodies of six passengers
dosed.
who drowned following the crash. Quiroz said police
On Ian. 14, t!ie US. State Department announced ~t the
would continue to search for the bodies of the remaining
US. .e!11bassy •~ Sanaa had S!fSpended consular_ seM_ces aft~r Salvadorian victims and the pair of smugglers through
::;::~~C::!'1a~~o~!ear.~a~la~~ldeta1I
Tuesday night and Wednesday.
from Worldnews.com
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1

;X,

0

~~~~n~~nn::rsl~~
~e~~nrc:i::k:~
for his identification, he fled on foot He is wanted for
resisting/obstructing a police officer and obstruction of
justice.
·
• Awallet was stolen Friday at 12:30 p.m. from the
Student Center bookstore. Police have no suspects.
• Pre-paid telephone cards were stolen Friday between
2:30 and 8:30 pm. from Baldwin Hall. Police have no
suspects.

Only public events affiliated with SIU

~~ ~tt~~ ~~~~~~~ ~Wt~~~ t<;:~:;~ar.

any submitted item. RSO and departmental
events will be printed in the Daily Egyptian
Online Calendar at www.dailyegyP.tian.com.
Calendar item deadline is t w o ~
~ before the event. The item must include

~~~~~~~

submitting the item.
Items should

be deliYered to Communica-

=-~~~~i: ~~
a..erthephone.
Readers who spot an error in a news article
should contact the DAILY EC\'PTWl Accuracy Desk
at 536-3311, ext 252.

The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of SIUC, is committed to being a trusted source of news,
information, commentary and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
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"As

education becomes harder and harder to.fund that
· private/public relationship is really big, and I think a thing of the future.,,
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Libranr £

Dr°eams·

David Luechtefeld
Slate Senator

Morris Library
has big plans for
new grant
Codell Rodriguez
Daily Egyptian

AokOA YIIAGC" - 0At.tLY EGY"1AN

Dan Worrell (front to right), dean of the College of Business and Administration, Thomas Schmersahl, Director

of Governmental Affairs at Verizon and Chancellor Walter Wendler mingle after a conference in the Illinois room
at the Student Center on Wednesday. Verizon formally presented a S75,000 grant to assist the college.

Veri~~n lends a helping ·hand
to SIUC.,.,.College of Business
Grant to college
expected to improve
e-commerce program
Brad Brondsema
Daily Egyptian
SIUC"s College of Business and
Administration's e-commerce program was awarded a S75,000 boost
from Verizon Communic:itions
\ \'ednesd:iy.
D:in \Vorrell, dean of the
Collrgc
of
Business . :ind
Administration, h:is plenty ofide:is
for how the money can best be utilized at his college.
"This will aliow us to engage in
:ictivities such as expanding scmin:ir
lecture series, est:iblishing a website
design contest for high school students in Southern lllinc,is, creating
knowledge competitions for de•
mcnt:iry students and exp:inding
:ind supporting our curriculum,"

\Vorrcll said.
The curriculum that will most
likely benefit is the new c-com·
mcrcc major that was implemented
in July. The new addition had wide
support from College of Business
faculty cager to integrate new technologies in their cl:issrooms.
Chancellor Walter Wendler
extended his appreciation to
Verizon for the grant, noting that
Verizon has an excellent track
record for hiring SIUC graduates.
The College of Business's re!Jtionship with Verizon, then GTE,
began in 1999 when the company
granted the college $5(1,000.
"This cortribution to the College
of Business -nd Administration is
indicative of what I believe is incrcd•
ibly important for the future of
Southern, and that is strong public/prh-ate relationships," \ \'cndlcr
said.
St2te Sen. Da\id Luechtefeld, ROkawvillc, also emphasized the
importance of public and private

partnerships.
"As education becomes harder
and harder to fund that private/public rc!.ttionship is really big, and I .
think a thing of the future," he said.
The 1999 donation created an
ess:iy contest for area dementary students, brought in guest speakers and
allowed the: college to buy a number
of scn-crs for its computer syst.:m.
Verizon also im·ested SS00,000
last year in telecommunications
infrastructure in the SIUC Research
Park and in a southwestern area of
Carbondale.
Gorden Bruner, a marketing
professor, said he was excited to hear
the announcement, which will mean
more money for his department.
"The money could allow us to
purchase equipment to help keep
our students on the cutting edge of
technology,• he said.

Reporter Brad Brondsema can be
reached at
bbrondsema@dailyegyptian.com

Compressing 21 miles ofbook
shelves il just the beginning.
The renovations to Morris
Library, which include moving
books from the first floor up, v.ill
be a long and trying period,
according to James Fox, building
planning librarian. The changes
arc coming thanks to a nearly S30
million dollar grant from the state
that will help make the libr.uy
more friendly in the 21st century.
"I think in the end, we'll have a
vastly improved library," said Fox,
the · former interim dean of
Library Affairs.
· The end will be a long wait,
however. David Carlson, dean of
Library Affairs, and Fox had their
first meeting Tuesday with the
architects for the planning stages
of the renovations. The planning
will take about S2 million and will
last about a year. The library is still
waiting to receive the money for
the planning.
\Vith the re<t of the money,
Carlson h:is numerous dreams for
the library, but nothing has been
confirrn~d. Most of the money
will go to reno\-ations of the cur·
rent space in the library. Carlron
said funds will be spent on
revamping niuch of the mechanical systems in the library, includ•
ing the air conditioning.
Some of the renovating already
started when the library officially
switched from the Dewey
Decimal to the Library of
Congress cl~ssification system on
Jan. 2. This means any books
acquired after Jan. 2 v.ill ha\·e call

numbers that begin with two let•
tcrs. This will make the numbers
more memorable and easier to
shelve and retrieve, according to
Fox. A meeting to discuss the
change in classification with faculty is scheduled for Wednesday,
Jan. 30 in the library auditorium.
Out of the planning money,
S515,000 will be used for compact
shelving. Books arc currently
being moved from the basement
to the first floor and books from
the ground floor arc moved higher while asbestos abatement is
taken care of in the basement.
The library is currently compact·
ing materials on 37,000 'shelves
which will free up around two to
three inches on e2ch shelf. Books
still using the Dewey classification will be compressed.
Finding room for additional
books shouldn't be a problem if
Carlson gets his way. He is hopeful of having about 50,000 square
feet of new space on the library,
most likely on the top three
floors. Carlson said that while "no
firm decisions have been made,"
it's possible this extra space will
be used for computer labs or
after-hours areas. Some of the
space '.nay also be used for more
stora5e.
"Bcc:iusc it will be new space,
it'll be flexible space," Carlson
said.
Fox said the renovations that
take place throughout the next
four yc:irs may require entire
floors to be cl~d at a time. He
said that r,rudents will have to
cope \\ith the. changes and ha\·e
patience for the improved library
that will be the end result.
"','.c'rc not going to be closing
the road," Fox said. "We're going
to keep some of the lanes open."

ReporteT CoceU Rodrigue;: can be
reached at
croJrii:ue:@dailyCg)l'tian.com

IWM·JWmtP
Winters applying elsewhere
Margaret Winters, interim provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
and Research, could be leaving carboodale soon pending negotiations.
Winters is wrrently negotiating with Wayne State Unive~ in Detroit for the
job of associate director of academic personntl
it was an interesting job and it was worth applying for," \\faters said.
SIUC Chancellor Walter Wendler said Winters told him she was thinking about
trying for the job and he would be "very sorry to see her go: lhe exaa progress
on whether or not Winters will accept the job is still unknown at this time.

Great Neu,s for VSP® Patients
Including University and State Employees

• Are you a ·particip~nt in VSP®(Vision Service Plan®)•?
• If you are a participant in VSP®(Vision Service Plan®t, Marion Eye Centers & Optical
now accepts your VSPO!>reimbursement & your standard VSP®co-payment or deductible
(if applicable) as payment-in full for all VSPl!teligible eye exams- and VSP®-covered
glasses or contact lenses purchased at Marion Eye Centers & Opticars 17 locations.

• We offer:
· FREE scratch resistant coating for all glasses purchased: al Marion Eye Centers & Optical.
, ~ FREE safety lens upgrades for all children's glasses purchased at Marion Eye Centers & Optical.
549.2282
Carbondale

565.1405
Murphysboro

Marion Eye Centers & Optical
.

For an appointment, eel tile Marlon Eye Cent« & OpCltal nearett you.

or Toll Free: 1.800.344.7058

993.5686
· Marion

.

985.9983.
Carterville
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Up close and
personal with
SIUC's debate team
• r
Prepanng
ior
tournaments takes
strenuous training

These sessions give debaters a
chance to write, research and
examine their arguments, allowing
them to create new arguments and
strategics. They USC l\torris
Library and a program called
Lexis-Nexis, an 8,000 on-line
Keva Gaston
research
sen-ice that comes out of
Daily Egyptian
the team's budget, to perform
Six-hour meetings, one-hour research tasks. The program is
speeches, hectic class schedules downloaded on four computers
and little, if any, sleep describes the and prO\ides helpful information
training it takes to be No. 2 in the such as law reviews and access to
all-freshmen
championship all newspapers across the country.
The team meets twice a week
nationals.
The debate team, ranked No. 2 with Graham 'to rehearse speeches
in the nation, is a~ously awai:ing and polish their arguments. The
their next tournament at meeting is called a "rebuttal redo
Northwestern University from or n:work" because the debater
Feb. 1 through Feb. 3. They toil gives a six-minute speech repeatyear-round reworking arguments edly for one hour. Graham said the
and gathering more information worst part of the speech is the
for competitive matches against introduction which generally takes
some of the top schools in the 30 minutes to complete.
The team is compos.:d of all
country.
Altho1.1gh the team gets frus- freshman men: Hixenbaugh,
trated spending between 20 to 40 Bellinger, Cameron Grant, Jason
hours a week on debate work, they McDonald and l\likc Duggan.
Most
team
arc dose-knit
members
group and all
ha,·e a "sens~ of ' ' It's a lot of work but rcceh·cd
a
scholarship that
comradery for
includes
full
each other," said it's a good experience
tuition, room
Paul Bellinger, a because you get to
and board and
political science
major
from travel and meet a lot of S300 for books.
A f t c r
Omaha.Neb.
people.,,
preparing for
"It's a lot of
Dusty Hixenbaugh the
tournawork, but it's a
speech communicabons
ment,
their
good experience
because )'OU get
work is far from
to tra,-cl and meet a lot of people,• done. The team's entire weekend is
said Dusty Bixenbaugh, a speech consumed with debating. They
communications major from usually leave early Friday morning
Cheyenne, \V)'O,
and return late Sunday c,·cning or
The debate team follows a ten- even Monday morning. As a
tative weekly schedule starting on result, the team has a heavier
Tuesday c,-cning with a "coaching workload of classes on Tuesday,
session." The session lasts about \Vcdnesday and Thursday so th2t
six hours with a one-hour break their debating schedule will not
for dinr,cr. The three coaches look interfere.
over their research from the previTournaments contain eight
ous week and gi\'c debate assign- preliminary debate rounds coverments due at the upcoming ses- ing two days. The debate rounds
last from S a.m. to 10 p.m. On the
sion.
While miewing the assign• third and final day, the best teams,
men ts, coaches determine whether ,vith an average of six ,,ins and
the argument is solid or not. ]fit is two loses, will advance to the sinsolid, the coach will photo,:opy the gle-elimination debates.
document and give it to each team
Debaters arc exhausted spendmember. If the argument is not ing so much time giving speeches
solid, the coach v.ill return it to the and doing research. They arc·
debater to change. The team is required to get at least six hours of
currently working on a debating sleep, while the coaching staff is
issue concerning the United States lucky to get three to four hours of
federal go\'cmment substantially sleep a night.
increasing
federal
control
The trips arc often exhausting,
throughout India in child welfare, but the experience i~ "enjoyable,
criminal justice, employment, cducation:11 and fun," said
environmental protection, gaming, McDonald, a philosophy major
management and taxation.
from Dallas.
.
"Ninety percent of debaters'
Their fa,'Orite part of road trips
time is reading and writing," said is going out to cat where they relax
Todd Graham, director of the
See DEBATE, page 6
debate team.

PATRICK F•LZ -
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Robb Pratt, the assistant project superintendent forJanko Building Company, points to a tunnel at the
construction site for the addition to Altgeld Hall. The tunnel is part of the remnants of the original physical
plant on campus and was discovered digging the new basement

Remains of old power plant found
during Altgeld, constrµction
Building foundation
was a complete
surprise to workers
Brian Peach
Daily Egyptian
Buildings aren't uswlly forgotten
about, but this is an exception.
While digging a large hole behind
Altgdd Hall the last thing construction workers c:xpcctcd to find was
another building no one told them
about.
While workers dug the base for an
addition to Altgdd Hall, they discov=d an old power plant that pl'O\idcd
heat to the few buildings on cunpus
that existed in the c.irly 1900s.
"Both [the plant and SCl'\icc people]
and the construction company were
surprised when they hit the stuff," said
Brian Butler, senior scientist for the

Center ofAichcological lrn"CStigations.
1lic plant and scnicc operations
people had nothing on file that indicated that those remains were there."
The power plant was used to pro\'ide steam heat to campus buildings
by using a coal-fire boiler system and
pipes. Butler said it was built at the
same time as Altgcld and probably
considered part of the building.
He said the old plant could not
pl'O\idc enough steam to heat C\'")'
new building on th~ growing sruc
campus, so woikcrs demolished it and
built the SIUC Physical Plant on East
Campus that we use now.
"[The old plant] was tom down
sometime.in the 1920s, filled in and
IC\-cled aver; Butler said.
After measuring the remaining
foundations, it ,vas determinro the
plant was about 107-fcct long, 66-fcct
v.idc and the bottom was about 17-fcct
below ground.
The find is not expected to slO\v
down construction at all, and archcol-

, , Both (the plant and
service people) and the
construction company
were surprised when
they hit the stuff.,'
Brian Butler
Mtniorscientist
Center of Altheological Investigations

ogists ha,-c already sum:yed the area
and gathered all the needed information.
.
Robb Pratt, Assistant Project
Superintendent ofJanko Building Co.,
said the founwtion should be dug up
by Feb. 15, and steel supports will be
IY.'t up for the nc:w addition.
The addition is on schedule to be
comr.lc:ted by summer 2003.

&pon..-r Brian Peach can b!

reached at .
BPeach@DailyEgyptian.com

Carbondale -police officer joins vvar on terrc>ris111
Officer Don Elliott
sent to Fort Benning
Michael Brenner
Daily Egyptian
A veteran of the Carbondale Police
Department has been called up to help
fight the war again.~t terrorism.
Ofticer Don Elliott became Captain
Don Elliott when he ,vas called up by
the U.S. Army Rcsen·e, forcing him to
leave the Carbondale Police Department
for at least one year on Jan. 4.

Elliott is now stationed at Fort
Benning in Georgia, where he com·
mands the 825th replacement company.
"His unit is in charge of processing
soldiers through soldier readiness processing, or S.R.P.," said George
Pizanowski of the Army Reserve
Training Center in Marion.
According to Pizanowski, Elliott's
unit makes sure soldiers have necessities
such as life insurance, uniforms and their
financial affairs in order before they go
overseas.
P'=~ski said Elliott will likely stay at
For: Benning for the duration ofhis call-up
and not be called to action overseas.

Elliott served as Carbonf.dc's
Community Rcso1.1rce Officer for about
two of 1hc 10 years he spent ,vi1h the
Carbondale police. He worked as a
.
patrol officer for the other eight.
\Vhilc serving as a patrol officer,
Elliott recei,-e~ a dcp.utmcnt award for
sa,ing a ,roman from a burrung building.
"He found an apartment building on_
fire and was able to wake up the lady
wl;o was asleep inside the building,•
said Deputy Chief of Operations Sieve
Odum, who was Ellio1t's supervisor.
"He got her out before the fire burned
1he apartment."
Elliou's ,vife and two }'oung chil-

, , His unit is in charge of
processing soldiers through
readiness processing, or·

S.R.P.''
George Plunovnkl
Army Resents Training Center, Marion

drcn will stay. in the area while he is
away.

Repc,,ur Midiael Brenner can b.:
rem:hcd at mhrcnner@dailycgyptian.com
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Ruger said a starting salary for the new
lawyer has not been finalized, but one full-time
worker in the officte makes about $80,000 per
year.·
Seyfarth and Shaw will not be thrown by
the wayside, however. While Ruge: said he
docs not expect its attendance in the negotiation sessions, the firm could still be consulted if
the administration bargaining team feels it is
necessary.
Ruger said the new intem~l lawyer will be
available for "advice and assistance" to the
administration but will not sit in negotiation
sessions;
The ·new lawyer will also r.prcscnt the
administration in grievances and other legal
matters filed by th: faculty against members of
the administration, another function ScyfarJi
and Shaw has pcrfQrmed in the ·
, , The question past.
About 37 legal
is once more the matters filed by
credibility of the the faculty against
the administration
administration.,, were still pending
Morte:ra Daneshdoost at the end of last
preM!ent FaaJl!y A$sociation fall, according to
the
Faculty
Association website. l\fanin Zeman, chair of the grievance
committee, said additional cases ha\'e been
filed this semester.
Morteza Daneshdoost, president of the
Faculty Association, criticized the Uni\·crsity's
decision to hire a new lawyer in the middle of
a budget crunch. Currently, thi: Uni\'crsity is
out S5 million because of state budget cuts and
low tnrollment figures.
"The question is once more the credibility
of the administration: on one hand they claim
there is no money and they ha\·c to cut summer
courses offered to srudents, and on the other
hand they go · and hire a new lawyer,"
Daneshdoost said.
Daneshdoost called the number of grievances filed on this campus "highly unusuaicomparcd to other universities where the faculty is unionized. He said the high number of
grievances from the faculty was attributed to "a
lack of respect from the ad~nistrators for due
process."
Nonetheless, Ruge:- will continue to interview the final candidates with the assistance of
other attorneys already on-board a."ld hopes to
have a selection by the end of February.
&partrr Molly Parlrr can ht reached al
mFkc:@dailycgypti;m.com
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Students practice dancing the Pong _Lang during a rehearsal for Discovering Thailand in the Student Center Ballroom D on Tuesday
night The dance is one of three and suggests courting among man and woman in Thai culture.

in Balh·oom D
Ivan Thomas

Ballrooms.
Daily Egyptian
Later, the banquet will begin at 6 p.m.,
kicking off a dynamic show consisting of uaDanccrs in elegant and.decorative cos- ditional Thai music; dance, clothing. food
rumcs, full of vivid colors gracefully glided · and even live, professional Thai lcickbaxing.
across the stage in rehearsal Tuesday night in
•we arc having this show to help our
Srudcnt Center Ballroom D.
friends from other countries learn more
Thai students were practicing for aboi:t Thailmd through the five senses; Hid
Sunday's event, called Discover Thailand, Suwichit Chaidaroon, the director of the
wJ:uch is an attempt to spread influences of show.
their culrurc to the SIUC population. The
The participants in the show bchcvc this
event is from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Grand is a good opportunity to make a presence on
Ballroom in the Srudcnt Center.
campus.
Preceding the program there will be a disSasiphcn Klairnanee, a graduate srudcnt
play of art, cosrumes and figtdncs in the from Bangkok, Thailand, will be participatlobby outside of the Srudcnt Ctntcr inginanortheastcmThaidance,oneoffour

that will be performed on Sunday.
She said many people do not know much
about Thailand, and sometimes get it confused with Taiwan.
•Thailand is much smaller than China,
but Bangkok is lcind of like the heart rf ·
Asia," she said. •our culture is very unique,
and we have a different style than other
Asian countries."
On Sunday, that unique style and culrurc
will take front and center stage, leaving_the
audience with a greater appreciation for Thai
culrurc.
Iwn Thomas ,an hr rt:achtd at

ithomas@dailycgyptian.com

Texas Twilight Zone is where Isuzus go to die ·
By Kelly Molhart

Knight Ridder Newspapers

KELLER, Texas - As far as
anyone can tell, there arc no little
green beings hiding in this city just
north of Fort \Vorth, Texas. Nor arc
there mysterious spinning spacecraft
But something stnnge is afoot.
Just ask Amy Johnson.
She and friend Jodi Johnson ha\'c
encountered the same problem in the
same section of one road in the city.
Their \'chicles ha\'c sputtered and
died.
As far as the two c:m tcll, there
arc two common facto~: They both
drive Isuzu sport utility \'chicles, and
they both pass a brgc white ball
perched atop a small building along
the road.
The ball has such a &r:unatic
cffcctonthcir~hiclcsthatthcrau
women a\'Oid the road n-cn though it
is the shortest way home, they say.
Amy Johnson turned to.brothers
Tom and Ray Magliozzi, who, under
the pseudonyms Clidc 'and Claclc,
host "Car Talk," a popular talk show
on National Public Radio that deals
with automobiles.
"lfl drive on the gdc of the sn:ct
. that the ball is, the car complctdy
dies. You just coast en through and
~ to steer )'Oil!' way off the road,•
she lamented to the Magliozzis.
When she drives on the side of the
road away from the white sphczc, her

lights f!iclr.er,Johnson said.
The Magliozzis' i.titial response:
"Is there a sign that says •Arca 51 '?"
There is a sign, but it says "FAA."
The ball is a p<m-crful radar device
cm-cred with a white dome. It is part
of
the
Federal
Avi2tion
Administration's
Air
Route
Swvcillance Radar system, and it
tr.tcks airplanes flying to or fiom
Dalbs/Fort Worth Airport. FM
officials who , .re knowledgeable
about the radar could not be reached·
for comment.
Isuzu officials said strong radio
signals gencr:itcd by the radar cause
engines in some lsuzus to skip a beat.
The situ:1tion is unusual, but it has
occurred before, Is= spokesman
Chip Lctzku.• said.
"Sometimes it happens near military bases. Snmetimcs it happens
near airports," he said. "It's a \"Ct)'
rarc\pa1~~emfio."m the _., __

V: •-

..w.u

m " tcrfc.
-

-~

with signals sent from a component
in the vehicle's engine to a computer
that operate the engine, Lctzkus
said. The ~ignals tell the engine how
fast the vehicle .is going. and the ·
computer adjusts accordingly. When
the signals arc disroptcd, the engine
stalls.
Each \-chicle needs a shield that
protects the sensor from interference, ·
Lcttkus said. Isuzu, which rca,gnizcd the problem after 1997, will

install the shidd for free, he said. The
cor.,pany has begun adding the
shidd as a standard engine part, but
it has taken awhile for all lsU2U
plants to include the protective part.
"'There is nothing sinister going
on hen;" Lctzkus said. "It's not difficult to 6x.•
After learning about Amy
Johnson's problem, Click and Clack
suggested that she dress in Army
fatigues and pcnetr.tte the r.idar's
· defenses in an attempt to sec what
the gm-cmmcnt is up to. They then
suggested an experiment: Wrap the
front fender in tinfoil to rcpcl the
waves.
A thoughtful suggestion, Jodi
Johnson said, but not quite what she
had in mind.
"Like I'm going to dm-e every
morning with tinfoil on my car; she
said. "'That's just tiot a solution we're

:OOking for."
Amy Johnson's seven-minut_
segment on "Car Tallt9 generated
d = of e-mail mess.ages ofTcrlng
solutions to the problem and spcculation about the white orb.
·Some suggested renting spacesuits. Others ask.cd, Why stop at the
fender, when you can cm-cr the
who!e vehicle in tinfoil?
·:
"It'• really funny; Amy Johnson
said. "No men in blaclc fm-e shown
up at the husc. There's nothing sinistcr. Ji:~ the Isuzu.•

Grinriell's·Foodtastic Fridays

Soul Food for lunch!
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Chicken Win~
Catfish Nuggets
CI'owder Peas
Sookie
.,.Mi.ted Greens
~lac &Cheese
Sweet Potato Pie
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and hang out "ith each other. It gives
them a break from spending so much
time deb.ting. 1l1ey also listen to
Chuck \Valts, colch and veteran
debater, as he gives the team dating
tips. Walts offers comedy in othexwise
serious siruations to lighten the mood
of the team.
"Chuck is an integral pllt of the
group and the backbone of this team,"

McDonald said.
In their ficc time, they u.~ually get
as much · sleep as· possible, watch
movies, and for Hixenbaugh, homework is a gct:i.way. He also said one of
their worst memories on the roJd was
when they hit a deer coming from a
tounument at the •University of
Kentucky. .
. Gr.th:un said the lackofslcep,hard
work and \':lrlous other cliscrc:p:mcies
an: hard enough on the facull); so it's
cspccwly frustrating for the team of
freshman because they compete with

experienced juniors and seniors from
prestigious universities. fa-en though
few freshman advance into the finals,
"our goal is to break into the elimina·
tion debates,• Graham said.
The team has high hopes of win•·
ning future tournaments. After all,
"debaters put in more time than :my
basketball or football team," Graham
said.

RefxJrtcr Kem Gau.on can be
reachcdar
ki;:iston@daUyq:')'ptian.com

Political science professor accused by
Muslim students heads back to class
Marla Jo Fisher
The Orange County Register .

(KRT) COSTA MESA,
Ca Ii f. - An Orange Coast College
professor who ~came a national
symbol for academic freedom is
preparing to return to the classroom
Monday while pursuing a griev.tnce
against the college, which placed an
admonishing letter in his personnel
file.
Ken Hcarlson, an associate poli:·•
ical-scicnce professor, said he is
planning to tone down hls confrontational classroom style, but he
won't stop talking about Islamic terrorism, despite spending three
months at home after complaints
from Muslim students who said he
offended them.
"I'm going to take the passion
out," Hearlson said Tuesday. "I will
still teach the truth. I am certainly
not i;oing to make any comments
off the cuff when I am debating the
students, or they arc debating with
each other."
An outside investigator who_
interviewed witnesses and listened
to tapes dctermir.ed that complaints
from four Muslim students who
said Hearlson called them terrorists
and N-1zis were mostly ur.~ubstanti•
ated during a classroom discussion
Sept. 18.
The incident, howe\'Cr, triggered
furious dcb;ite; on campus and

around· the country, launching Hearlson."
'There is a certain outlined forHearlson into a temporary career as
a national spokesman for aa.demic mat for a letter of reprimand, and
freedom.
that was not included," Carnett said.
The Dec. 11 letter put in his file,
However, He:r.rlson also attracted
written by college · President criticism from SOfl!e colleagues on
Margaret Gr:itton, avoids directly the Costa Mesa campus, 24 of
criticizing Hearlson, but instead whom signed a petition saying he
points out that n<> student should be might have stepped over the line by
treated differently or singled out antagonizing his students too
based on his· or her religion or severely.
l)ational origin, and that students
Hearlson denied criticism .from
should not be made to feel uncom- colleagues that he loses his temper
fortable based on world events in too of1en in class, and said he
which they arc not directly im-olved. recently bought an $8,000 hearing
The college president also told aid to al!C\iate what he dcscri~d as
Hearlson in the letter that he should a hearing problem that led him to
obey all district policies r.bout shout in class.
harassment and a,-oid stcrco•,-ping
A PBS program mth commcnstudents based on religion _ which tator Bill Moyers and featuring
Hearlson percciH:s as a veiled threat Hearlson is ~chcduled to air at 9
th:it ifhe steps over the line again, he p.m. Friday _ the second national
television program in a week to discould be fired.
'That stalement basically censors cuss his case.
my teaching everything from the
Last week, the syndicated proU.S.
Constitution,
First gram "Inside Edition" aired a segAmer.dment rights to talking about mcnt on Hcar!son and his class.
The student whose COf!lplaints
Islamic terrorism," said Hearlson,
who considers the letter a rcpri- got Hearlson ser.t home from his
mand, although the college does not job for nearly three months said he's
not sorry. and he'd do it again.
characterize it that way.
College spokesman Jim Carnett
"I'm glad people arc now aware
said Grattc,n's missi\1:, hanc!.J to of the w.1y in which he teaches his
Hcarlson m December b·tt not • cl..tss," said Mooath Saidi, 18. "\.Ve
made public by the· teacher until arc American citizens, and we wantTucsday, was ~a private letter from ed to stand up for our rights. I think
the
president
to
Professor we opened a lot of !'yes."

Eligibility Reqniremenrs
I. Mu!I be c-nrolled fer a m,n. oh cr-d:1 bNB II SIUC
l Mu?.t ha\c andmlin1a.in a GPAor.tOOC"r hir!lcr and be1n ;<X'<i $.l'and.i11~ "'ith the ut:l\t1"$1t)
J. ShouU h31,,e sem: direct ex;,enaict- "Ith pro~-nmmg ~.aJ lnJ~lcJ~e of area rc-SOL:.rc.cs.
-I M~'-1 hil\C' tht ab1J1ti,· ta mv::vatt a.id work "1th stud:r.ts.. othc- Sf'C Dn~ors.and un1'(Ulf)
~t.l!'f
•

Applications available in SPC office. 3rd Floor Stude.1: ,.:!ltcr
Applicalion Dtadl:nt: Jani1ary 2.~. 12 pm
;__ Jnttn·in:·s: January 28

Experience; GE~ Some!
For more 1ntonnalion ca:: Gary at 535-3393, or visit o,r v.eDsile ar WNW siu.edut-spc

Mayors want federal dollars to combat terrorism .
Seth Borenstein

money will be for future costs, not ty "the second priority in my budpast ones. The money "won't cover get" behind defense spending.
all yi,ur costs, and you'll have to
A dispute is simmering over what
President Bu<h on Thursday will make a decision," Ridge s~id.
strings will be ·attached. Mayors
propose an incre.ise in homel.md
Several mayors, attending their want th~ money in large block gr:ints
security sp-.:nding of more than 30 annual \ Vashington confcre:ice, saic1 so they can tailor their spending to
percent.
\Vednesday the)'d h.i,·e lo cut back local needs. In the past, federal
"\Ve'IJ b:gin a m;ijor program of elsewhere _ maybe in parks _ to grants ha\'e come with specific goals
research to combat the threat of come up \\ith the diffcren~c.
and requirements.
bioterrorism," the president said
"Ultimately something else is
Ridge promisr<I "a little llexihil:\\'ednesday. "\ Ve'll modernize public going to ha\'e to_givc," ,.iid Akron, t}' to deal with some of those cr,sts."
health I.tbs thrnugb11t the country, Ohio, i\-layor Donal I Plusquellic. Later in the day, \Vhite · Ho11se
impro\ing their capacity to detect "\\'e'rc all goir:g to . ,ave to make spokesman A1i Fleischer said "the
and treat outbreaks of disease. \Vc'll sacrifices _ including Charlotte," ovcnvhelming majority of th<. funds
ensure that sr~:e and local firemen said Mayor . Pat McCrory of will be earmarked for •pccific pur.md police and rescue workers arc Charlotte, N.C. He said -his cit}' pos~-s."
prepared for terrorism. And we'll do mi~ht cut back un new construction. .
:-.Iayors also fea. the money will
more to sccur.- our borders."
·
"\Ve'll have to tailor whar we do go first to state C!pitals and trickic
The feder.11 government must to what we get," said Philadelphia down to them slowly.
!iirc 30,0l.,'O wo:kc:s for airline !CCU· Mayor John Street said.
"Don't give it to the go,·crnors,•
ri:v as ma:idatcd bv a new bw, and,
Based on a sum:y of 192 cities, Dearl-am, i\lich., Mavor Michacl
a,:~orrli::g to Bush, intends to hi:e the U.S. Conference of Mayors esti- Guido s.iid. "Someti~~s it never
another 300 FBI agents "to help mates that cities with more than finds its way to where it's needed.•
light the war on terror."
Mayors of smaller cities may
30,000 residents spent S52.'.i million
If Congre\S approves, the nc'.V on added security after Sept. 11 last m:\'er sec any money, fretted
uudav tould c.~ceed 525 billion m )"ear. They estimate spending S2.1 Pembroke Pines, Fla., Mayor Alex
the f~cal ,·ear th~t starts Oct. 1. The billion this year. Half is for equip- Fekete, who runs a city of ~bout
current c'ounrerterrorism outlay is ment, a quarter f<,r overtime for first 150,000 people.
about S19 billion.
responders and a quarter for trainBorder ~ties ha\'e been c-,mcially
Bush's commitment comes a day · ing, additional personnel and other hard hit since Sept. 11, ~aid,L>etroit
after the nation's mayors aid that by activities.
Mayor Kw.ime Kilpatrick. Coping
the end of 1his year they will have
"\.Ve're going to need some hdp,". with eight-mile back-ups at the bor·
spent ~t least S2.6 billion for aJdcd said Los Angeles Mayor James der to \Vindsor, Ont:irio, cos: his
loccl security since Sept. 11, much of Hahn, co-d1ainnan of the ma)'Ors' polk.: department S3 million last
it in O\'ertime for polic,, firefiihtt" terrorism task force. "\.Ve can't k•ep year, Kilpatrick 5aid. He estimates
and emergency medical tcchn:cians. doin:;
this )"Ca:'s costs wi!I be as much a•
\.Vhite House official. ~::id severSl 1 million.·
•
this. \Ve need it now."
al billion dollars will go tow:Lrd the
Bush, giving a sneak peek into his
Ri.:ge hopes to lessen the need
costs of fint responders. But 2003 federcl spending plan to the for local 5ccurity help tluough :he
Hon.dand Security Director Tom Reserve Officers A.isociarion on use of"an c:u, P"-'' system" for frcRidge told mayors \Vcdn-,sday \'/cdnesday, called homel..tnd securi- qucnt border crossers.
Knight Ridder Newspapers
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local gospel group to
play at Shryock
See story, page 8
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. SP.ring
Fev;erioo2

This spring, Carbondale will shake, rattle and roll with some top--notch
entertainment acts. Here's a quick guide to what's going on.

•

C

arbondale is going to get.lucky Dr:ikefu.i:da)~Lttersa)ingtheyan:still
this spring. And fortunatdy for considering. Also still up in the air is
us, we get to w:itch the whole thing.
Nickdback, who the Arena is hoping to
I'm not biking about that, you per- book for April
\'C!tli. I'm tilking music here. Lni: the-And hae's an odd side note: rapper
ater. Some Droodw:iy shows and a few la:Twill be atShryockAuditoriwn on
5>mphony orchestras. Yes, V'uginia, the Feb. 22, but there won't be a lot ofmusic
!iv.: entertainment bursting into to be heard. Presented by SPC News Feb. 28 and
Southern Illinois this spring is a little andVicws,hisappcarana:y,illbeinlcc- "Durning Old
more colorful than usual, and it's all for turc form. In addition, comedian Mike Main" one simple reason:\\,: got lucky. At le:ist Epps of the film "Next Fri<hy" \\ill chronicle
of
that's 'how some local bookies arc appcaratS!ll)ockonFeb.6.
SIUC and the
explaining it.
For those looking for something Vietnam War "Carbondale's not a destination for more classical, though, there's no short- on April 18.
an)"nc," said Gary Drake, director of age of line shows to spia: up the spring.
After that, i:'s
the SIU Arena. "We may occasionally Leading off is a little Beatlemania on back to Shryock,
get a stop-by <hte from someone, but Feb. 9 when the Soutl1em Illinois · where the block\\,:'re a third•rate market to most com- S)mphony Orchestra and Yestcr<hy - buster Broadway
paniest
one of the world's top Beatles CO\,:r musical "Funny Girl"
pl.tyson Feb.8,theHuck
FiM a<hptuion "Big Rhi:r" on
Feb. 25, and "Buddy: The Buddy Holly
Story" on April 25. Fcbnwy will also
sec SIU's McLeod Theater jump back
into the fray when "Cabaret" opens on
Feb. 22, and the theater dcp:utm:nt "'ill
be joined be the SIUC School ofl\ tusic
for a joint performance. l\lcLeod
rounds out its season in Ltte April with
"Stratagem," :i period piece >1.t in 18th
century London.
After that, it's off to the Sugc
Company where Ken uuh\ig's comedy
"l\toon Over Buffalo" opens on Feb. 8,
follO\,i:d h)·Thomton \Vilder's vintage
Amcricanapl.ty"OurTO\,n•onAprilS.
The SIU theater dcp:utinent \\ill also
open the stag~ to student playwrights in
Ltte
March
with "Journeys:
Explorations in New Works,• pl.t:;ing
at the Christian H. l\loe Lab Theater in
the Communications Building. Finally,
REO Speedwagon will appear at the SlliArena Feb. 28. ·
John A. Log:in College will spin out
So, \\,: may be off the beaten path, bands - share the stage for a cona:rt at two shows during the course of the
but the shO\vs \,,:'re picking up this sea- S!ll)-ock. Next up on the S!ll)ock cal- semester. "Anton in Showbusiness" on
son may beg to differ. Says S!ll)ock en<hr is Three Mo'Tenors, a shO\V by March 1 and "Greater Tuna" in late
Auditorium Director !k.b Cerchia: three fluent buck ,'1calists, on Feb. 21 April
"This W:.11 be a nice kick off for the fall and the gooly country kitsch :if Riders
semester. This )i:at is the culmination of in tl,e Sky on April 28 (the group just Odds and Ends
WhC\,1 What dse an there be to
many}= of building the ,-:uiety and snagged a Grammy for its work on the
the nwnber of shO\,-s \\,:present.It will "Tuy Stciy 2" sound1r.1ck).
get to? A few things. actually be :i good season.•
In between, y,,: find time for a rendiFirst up: the Big Muddy Falm
Just how sood, though?Take a look tion ofV'n-;ildi's "The rour Se:isons" by Fc.;tr,al, which runs this year fiom Feb
and find out.
\iolinist Danid Heifetz on March 23 22 through March 3. Put on by Falm
and :i pcrformana: ofJean Sibelius' Fust Alternatives, the annual festi\-al lets
Concerts
Symphony on April 9 by solo competi- \'iC\\i:rs in to countless student films, in
F'ust things first - the t;ro:powid tion wiMcrs from the School of Music.. addition to "'"rlcs done by acclumcd
gorilla. The billing of REO
Speedwagon and Styx, pl.tying the 5IU On Stage
Arena Feb. 28, nuy be the biggest onLooking for some live theater?
campus shO\v since \\'l: saw Acrosmith You\,: come to school in the right pl.tcc.
and Bob Dylan during the 1998-99 Klcinau Theatre, located on the second
school )'l:3.C. For those who don't swoon floor of the Commuructions Building.
for classic rock, though, the Arena is leads off the season on Jan. 31, with
\mrking on nvo othershmvs for th.: sea- "Dcconstru-:ting the Orm: Gl'O\\ing •
son, although neither has bcco .con- Up Latina,• in which writer ar,d perfirmed. Fint up. r.ippcrs Nelly and former AdriCMe V'=ontes explores
Ilubba Sparxxx, whose management h"'.1' Mexican background. FollO\\ing on
g:n,: the •hwnbs up Ltst week to a the Klcinau card is the surreal World
!\larch show but sent an e--mail to War I tale ."Murdering Airpl.tne" on
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Funny Girl will
be on stage
Feb. 8 at
Shryock
A.ditorium.
Sorry, Ms.
Streisand will
not be making
an appearace.

filmmakers fiom :iaoss the globe. Also
on the docket is the Southern Illinois
Irish Fc:sth-al, which will run throughout the month ofApril Included on the
festival's itinerary arc a tr.1\i:ling exhibit
about lrdand's Great Hunger, the
Cdtic Fair on April 27 and a series of
musical performances by local groups
the Dorians and Fairport Comi:ntion.
Also on the Shr)ock list is "Lazer
VaudC\illc" on Feb. 16-an eclectic mix
of corned); juggling, bl.tcklights and
acrobat:cs - and a hybrid of j:= and
modem dana: fiom the Jose Limon
Dana: Company on March 5.
Fuulh; y,,: come to the dcfinitl\,:
SIU sp~ event: the Great Cardboard
Boat Rrgana, which first originated at
SIU in 1973 under the guidana: of art
and design professor Richard Archer.
Although Archer retired from SIU in
1998 and has since stepped back his role
in the race he imi:nted, expect him to
still be on boa.rd as an honorary guest
o that's that A-i extraordinary season of live entertainment \\ith
enough fiills and thrills for an)"ne.
E\,:nts and dates arc still subj«t to
change. so be sure to keep up on the
Pulse for future updates. Aside fiom
that, enjoy)= spring. Count )"ursclf
Juel):

S

cover band (as evident by the mop-heads), will

Yesterday, a Beatles
appear ai Shryock Feb. 9.
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Rapture 1n praise of God
Local gospel sensation
plays first performance
at Shryock Saturday
Samantha Edmondson
Daily Egyptian

To Rohert Cerchia, the director of
Shryock Auditorium, serendipity is
more than just a rom.mtic mmie title.
It happened when Lro Wilson Jr.,
bass guitarist for the local gospel
group Rapture, walked into his office.
According to Cerchia, \'vilson had
inquired about using the auditorium
space for a ,idco shoot. As the con\'a'Sation progressed,\Vilson asked
how a concat might be amngcd in
the auditorium. Cerchia explained
the facility is used for Unn=ity purposes, but this did not affect either
part>:
After the dunce meeting. the contemporary gospel band Raptun: w:is
asked to perfonn at 7:30 p.m.Jan. 26
in Shyrock Auditorium.
"It all seems to ha,,: come roi,,cther
at the same time,• Cerchia said.
"Things ha\,: moved into high gear.•
The upcoming concat and the
sua:cssful release of Raptun:'s third
album, "N-Your Love," has atapulred
the group b3ck into the limelight.
Pb}'!:d fmiuently on the Black

Entertainment Tdevision network,
"Keep Your Head to the Slq;9 a
remake of the Earth, \Vind, and F'u:c:
song, is the Mt song off the new
album to be produced into a ,ideo.
Contributing 16 years to their
music careers, the eight band m::mben proclaim their music has had
contemporary flavor from the beginning. Wilson said Rapture is often
compared to gospel acts such as Kirk
Franklin or Yolanda Adams beausc it
plays in contempor:uy style.
"If the words did not pr.tisc God,
they could probably pby them in the
local clubs,"\Vilson said. "It's the
origuulity that We stm"C for; nobody
sounds like Rapture."
Despite incorporating sounds of
modem music into songs, \Vilson said
Raptun: doesn't tty to keep up with
the times of modem pop and rhythm
and blues. The gospel act promotes
this unique image by aocommodating
to all ages in its audiences.
Among its new releases, the group
adds traditional, highly spiritual music
to appeal to the older generations at
its perfonnanccs. With words of
pr.tisc and gloril)ing God, Wilson
said the older people an appreciate
these less fhmborant tunes.
Howc,,:r, the cccaitric modem
flair of Rapture's sound anncts sizable
a-owds ofyoung fans. Forn.inatdy for

the music::il wonder, the group's future
plans coincide ,,ith the appreciation
these fans ha,,: shmm them.
Often, aspiring }~ung artists question Rapture's long-lasting success.
Taking time to talk to these people
has inspired the group to produce its
m,n record company.
"A lot of people that get started
don't know ClClctly what to do,"
\ Vilson said. "We an steer them in
the right direction so they ,,~rit 1x
banging their heads."
One such group is Rapture's opening act, Vocal. The Paduah- based a
appclb gospel act is also tr}ing to
make its fame through producing its
O\\'ll talents.
While Rapture dcln'l:IS a prinwy
mC553g"C of spirituality, the group also
sticsscs to aspiring musicians and fans
that it has established its success rompletdy on its own.
What began as an infonnal gathering at the armual Iota Phi Theta
food dm,: turned into a No. 1 single,
"On This D.i};" on the Billboard
Talent Net showasc. As the first
group to perfonn at the Desert Inn in
Las Vcg:as, Rapture has tra\'cled to
showcase its talents in India, on a PBS
concat series and locally in the
Southern Illinois Music Aw.uds.
SoundCore, a Carbondale music
rental and equipment store, has

French film to kick off
International Film Festival
University Honors Program

will show 'The Widow of
St. Pierre' free of charge
Ben Botkin
Daily Egyptian

A French fr!m soon to play at SIUC will
remind ,iewcrs th.a capital punishment is an
issue that hasn't faded away.
"The Widow of St. Pierre," set in 1850,
brings the contemporary issue of capital punishment into a story that takes place in Canada,
-'·i
sa.;d Scott Fum\'engler, asso;iate director of the ~
•~ .
......,,\:.
~
University Honors Prog:.im.
Filmed primarily on locat:on in Canada, the
story invo!,-cs a man named Neil who is con,icted of murdering someone while under the
influence of alcohol. But without the negative
effects of liquor in his system, Neil isn't too
dangerous, Fumvenglcr said.
The film is the first of a six-part series hosted by the University Honors Program. It will
be showcased Sunday and Monday c-,-cning.
The Unh·ersity Honors Program has hosted
foreign films at S!UC since 1986 and will offer
additional forcig:t films tiuougl>nut the spring
semester.
"The Circle,• the film playing on Feb. 10
and 11, tells a story about Iranian women who
·
,
·
suffer from criminal histories because of preju- , ,, , ·,,, ·
dice and injustice.
U:.,;'..,O' Randy Willlams - DAILY ECVPTIAN
In Widow, Neil's execution the execution is
dcla}-cd by the village's lade of a guillotine to death row dt.:mas, Furtwengler said.
adm:nister the punishmcr.t, and the plot thick"Usually in plot lines they go throuth the
ens as t.'ie 11ilbger. wait for the guillotine to be legal methods of appc21," he said. "This is difdelivered. Meanwhile, the vill~rs come to ferent with no court of appeals."
know Neil as a nice guy.
The film has competent acting and directWhile awaiting his execution, Neil catches ing, according to Furtwengler.
the attention of the police captain and his wife,
"It's :& good movie and an intemting look .it
who fed sadness about the impending execu- capital punishment in a different time and diftion and try to the punishment. But the wif:'s ferent place," he said.
interest isn't a romantic one, Furtwengler said.
"The nice thing about this story is th1r it
&porltr Bm Botkin ,an bt rradJtd at
dncsn't fall into the clichc of an unfaitbful
bbodcin@dailyegyptian.com
wife," he said.
But an element of romance exists, between
Neil and his lover, wh? marry with help from
the po?ce captain's wif: while he.is awaiting his ~ .
execution.
Rlrn vfewfng wi/1 be •t 7 p.m. on
And while the current issue of capital pun~
Sundl'f •nd Mond•y In lh• Llf•
ishment is brought to light, the 19th century
z
Sc/enc• Ill Aumtorlurn, Roorn 105g_
setting makes th: film different from modem
'---------------'
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Shryock will
welcome
Rapture, a
local gospel
-.r---:•fk.-~;,;J group, this
weekend.
COURTESY
PHOTO

hdped produce and offer music::il scr,iccs to Rapture for SC\'Cru years.
SoundCore mamger Joe Castrtjon
said he tried to pick the best acts for
the concert, and Rapture "fit the bill.•
"They ha,,: a lot ofcharacter and
are a professional band," Castrtjon
said.
Keeping their professional goals
intact, mcmben ofRaptun: ha,,: plans
to pursue solo projects and establish a
recording comp111y. H=,:r, keeping
the mC553g"C of spirituality and selfinduced success alive is most impoitmt.

"What has kept us together for 16
}'l:ats w:is CVCl)~ne had the s:unc

able' to do this thing without the hdp
of the industry and show people it an
be done.•

&portn- Samm:tha Edm11tuhon tan 6t
muhtdat
scdmondson@dailyegyptian.com

Rl,ptut9 ... be perfonn/ng
S.lutdq., Shyrodc
Audltorlum _, 7:30 p.m. All

tldrm cost$12wlfh • S 5 ~
discount for chlldrwn f 5
and~

c.a,,,_

4$MR15 (1717) lo

,

'
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common goal," \Vilson said. -We are

-------@11 f1#:hfl@AI
Shryock opens up for
new season
Shryock Au<frtorium kich off a diverse lineup of shows for the new season on ~b. 8 with
"Funny Girl." the smash hit Broadway musical
based on the life of vaudeville performer Fanny
Brice.
Opening on Broadway in 1961' with
Barbara Streisand, 'the show has played regularly ever since. lickets are available at
Shiyock's box office for S23, with a S5 discount
for children 15 and younger.
The next night, Shryock switches gears by
playing host lo Yesterday, a band that is often
considered the world's top Beatles cover band.
Joined by the Soutnem Illinois Symphony
Orchestra, the performance will also feature a
specfal tribute to the recently deceased George
Harrison and will commemorate the 38th
anniversary of the Fab Fou(s historic debut on
the Ed Sullivan Show.
Tickets are S19 with the same discounl For
more information on either event, call
453-2787.

Kleinau preparing first
show of semester
The Kleinau Theatre, located on the second
floor of the Communications Building. will

launch ts fim show of the new semester next
weeker.d. "Deconstructing the Oreo: Grt7.Ning
UF Latina" will open Jan. 31 at 8 p.m. and run
through Feb. 2. Ticket prices are S3 for students
and S5 for the general pub6c. For more information, call 453-5618.

The art of
sandpainting
"Sands of lime - Retrospective.• an exhibit
of contemporary sandpainting. opens today at
the Dunn-Richmond Economic Development
Center and boasts a <frsplay not seen in _ a
while. ~aturing work by Vidor DeGraff of
Cobden, the exhibit makes use of an ancient art
technique ~ by the Native Americans more
than 2,000 yea,s ago, and one that was used
even farther back in the far East. lhe d"rsplay will
run through ~b. 22.

Rodeo, ya know
The 14th Annual Show Me Center World
Championship Rodeo will 'make its wJy into
cape Girardeau. Mo., on ~b. 1 after taking a
year off last year. Tickets are now available at
Oise Jockey Records in University Mall for all
three nights - ~b. 1·3 - for $13.75, or S8.75
for the upper level For more information, call
573-651·2297.

This website sifts through, the hundreds of sites
devoted to Fox's The Simpsons and ranks the
top 100. It allows users to rank the individual
\ sites. Log on to learn the latest Simpsons news
i including who's guest 3tarring and to play silly
i games like guessing which character said, "I'm
· peeing on the seat! Give me a raise!"

_Ginny Skalski
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Three cheers

SCeots
Dorians add to music, poetry and
dancing at Mugsy McGuire's ·

William Alonso
Daily Egyptian

A love for mll5ic can spring
from anywhere;
He:iring the great orchcstr.Ls of the world while rolling
around Mom's feet as she
cleans. Experiencing the discord of punk rock in the stank,
smoky basement of some
ho115e.
Bryan Crow,
, , I bought a ti~ a professor in
speech commuwhistle in Dublin nication, first

lm~:St

and started learning ~~1 !~
along the road~' ' and the

sounds
of the tin flute
while attending
college.
in
Knoxville,
Tenn. After his
initial ilirtation with the small
wind instrument, often used in
Celtic m115ic, he spent a summer hitchhiking across lrcltnd.
"I bought a tin whisde in
Dublin and started learning
along· the road, in deserted
buildings, castle towers and
farm fields; Crow said. "I came
back and s~~ p_lafag with
B,y•n crow

ll)Ndl-p,c1nsor.
Cel!Jcmusiclan

people at my graduate schooLI
have really grown with it here
[Carbondale] and picked up
the wooden flute."
Crow is one of the members
of The Dorians, a Celtic band
that plays traditional Irish,
Scottish and English mll5ic.
The Dorians will
play
Saturday at Mugsy l\JcGuire's
as a part of Scottish Night.
The thrc~piece Dorians,
who include Crow, Mike
Shanahan and Mickey Soltys,
will be hosting the fourth
annual Scottish Night to celebrate the birthday of famo115
Scottish poet and songwriter
Robert Burns.
In addition to traditional
Scottish tunes, the event will
include Scottish dancing by
Katie Bell and pieces of Bums'
· poctty. The poctty will be read
by
Scotsman
Andrew
Hairstans, a graduate student
from Glasgow, to give it the
proper sound and feeling.
Shanahan, a professor in
physiology, has been playing
Irish and Scottish music for
about 25 years. He said the
band is in the beginning phas-

FILE PHOTO

The Dorians are scheduled to play Saturday at Mugsy Mcguire's as part of ScoWsh Night.

cs of recording an album, but it
will be a while before it is finished. Scottish Night will take .
place one day after the birthday
of Burns, who was born Jan.
25, 1759.
"\Ve tty to do it as close to
Robert Burns' birthday as pos·
sible. This is c:11' fourth year
celebrating Bums' birthday
here in Carbondale,• Shanahan
said. "We ,tuted out doing it
in St. Louis at the St. Louis
Brewing Co.•
Burns' birthday is now cclc-

brated by many cultures. Crow
said that it is celebrated as far
away as Japan and by other
countries without Celtic roots.
"People all o\'er the world
now celebrate [Burns1 birthdaywith a lot of Scottish tradition; Crow said. "Ir is the one
day of the year that people celebrate Scottish traditions in
general."

SCOTTISH NIGHT:7]
.. ,•,,-<·,1

feat. lhe

Where:

When:

&portrr IVilluzm Alonso uzn ht
rtad!tdat
walonso@dailycgyptian.com
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'Black Hawk Down' rages 'till the very encl
Geoffrey Ritter
Daily Egyptian

Ignorance is bliss.
\Vhoc,,-cr coined that phrase knew a
little about the mo\ies and C\1:n more
about the Amcric:ins who watch them.
After all, has that not become our reputation - a fractured family of corporate
drcame;s so consumed by money and
celebrity that we ha\,: little interest in
worldly distractions? An entire society
lost in the \-oid of Pepsi and l\lTV? Ir
may be a painful truth, but a truth all the
same. \Ve need airplanes and exploding
skyscr.ipers to a\1:rt our eyes to CNN.
This all seems too apparent to the
makers of the nC\v war film "Black
Hawk Dou11,• who throw our ignorance
back in our faces \\ithout passing judgment or risking their own humility. The
opening titles that tell the backstory of
this true talc of Amcric:in soldiers fighting a futile, one-day battle in
Mogadishu, Somalia, arc a real kick in
the gut - a cinematic exposition not
too different from that used in "The
Lord of the Rings."
\Vhat is so shocking about it,
though, is the fact that such a lengthy
introduction is needed, the fact that
most of us in the audience know nothing of this militaiy blunder that happened just nine ) = ago. A friend told

me that after seeing this film she was so
confounded by what she didn't know
. that she put in for a subscription to
Time Magazine. I didn't find it hard to
S)mpathize.
It's the remaining two and a half
hours of"Black Hawk Down," ho\\'C\"Cr,
that hit the hardest - a hellish collage
of blood and butchery that often ri\-:tls
the magnitude of"Sa\ing Pri\"atc Ryan"
and frequently tops it. These sick
images of shredded bodies and staning
children uill splinter the brain for days,
and what mak..--s them all the more
hcart-\\TCnching is the fact that they
ncver stop. They continue to pummel
the eye minute after relentless minute,
nC\"Cr gi\ing a moment of rest
l\luch of this haunting success can
be attributed to director Ridley Scott,
who may be one of the most ,-crsatilc
directors working in Hollywood right
now. The cast he fashions his drama
with is not only a top-notch smattering
of names, but also a group that works
well as an ensemble. Josh· Hartnett
redeems his "Pearl Harbor" folly by
sketching an ambitious and idealistic
)'oung soldier, and he is backed elegantly by Ewan McGregor, war film staple
Tom Sizemore and Eric Bana, whose
gruff \'Cteran may be the film's most
.spectac:ular role. "Black Hawk Down"
gi\"CS us little time to explore these char-

acters, but their actions on screen speak
louder than a thousand lines of dialogue.
·
This carries over outside the theater;
my words, in the end, can do little justice to this film. Rarely has ? mo\ie felt
so ke)-cd into its time, so in tune \\ith
the moment that it causes one to qucstion C\'Cl)1hing once the house lights
come up again. Although the production was staged well before Sept 11, it
now comes as a screaming echo of that
day and the C\-cnts that have come to
follow. Is this wh~t w:ir in Afghanistan
looks like? Would all destitute people of
the world sooner spit on us than li\"C
under our imperial democracy? The
:mm-crs here arc grim, and the stark
reality that most of us ncver heard the
questions until now make them all the
more bleak.
See this mo\ie. Maybe not today,
maybe not tomorrow, but do not deny
)"OUrself this experience. NC\"Cr before
has war looked so devastatingly real.
And rarely has truth been·able to hit so
hard.

'

Reporter Geoffrey Rirrc can be reached
at grittcr@dail)·ei;yptian.com
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Movie Preview I•
Black Hawk Down
Rated: R

Starring: Josh Hartnett and Ewan McGregor
Director: Ridley Scott

Leon ~usse[[
&!JlisQuarte.t

!Z:lf!J'.£any:;- !Down.
.7/ome !.Blues !.Dana

wit/£

Running Time: 144 minutes
Critic Quotes: "... a thought-provoking,
convincing recreation..." Los Angeles Times
"Powerful, realistic_, but ultimately
unsatisfying ..."- New York Post
1620 W. Main St.
Carbon die
Call for more info.
(618) 457-6847

·F1-1day, February 3rd
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The French hit.it
big with 'Amelie'·
Codell Rodriguez
Daily Egyptian

Can it really be labeled :u a
romantic comedy? It's actually ham
to give •Amelie" that title when it's
such a good film and shouldn't be in
the same category as vomit-inducing sap-fests like •Runaway Bride"
and "Sleepless in Seattle."
Just calling it a romantic comedy seems wrong. How can it sour.d
right when just about all the mo\ies
that have that title just take· the·
hero's or heroinl''s pathetic need for
their O[le true love, add some really
irritating music and shove it all
down the audience's throat?

However, the movie was romantic
(in a t\visted sort of way) and funny.
Maybe it's what a romantic comedy
should be. It seemed to have all the
qualities that an American movie of
the genre is missing. In fact, there
seem to be four 4ualities that this
movie has that most romantic
comedies are lacking.
But first, let's get the description
out of the way. Amelie (Audrey
Tautou) was home-schooled and
raised by neurotic parents. With a
traumatizing event in her childh<'Od
on top of all that, Amelie obtains a
bit of social anxiety. She works in a
bar and finds little things that bring
her pleasure like skipping stones.

Amelie
Rated: R
Starring: Audrey Tautou and Mathieu Kassovitz
Director: Jean-Pierre Jeunet
Running Time: 122 minutes
Critic Quotes: "An Oscar nominatfon for this

import.is a sure tltlng."- E! Online
-i,•
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Her life is very shut in until she
finds a hidden alcove in her flat that
hides someone's personal treasure.
Her d~cision to reunite the items
with the original owr.er puts her on
a path that eventually leads her to
someone with fetishes as strange as
hers.
But why is this movie superior to
the same box-of-tissues tripe handed to us by Holl)wood at least once
a month? It's because this movie has
the qualities romantic comedies
should have.
The first is that it has romance,
strange as it may be. In fact, the
whole movie is about romance,
whether it be in Amelie's life or one
of the many colorful characters in
the movie like Georgette, the
hypochondriac, or Jo~h, the jeal•
ous and controlling <!X-boyfriend.
What makes the romance in this
film different is the fact that it is not
about a quirky man and woman who

LAURA LINNEY

RICHARD.GERE

lead stylish yet quirlc·1 lifestyle5, have
a quirky relationship, have a quirky
wedding and quirky kids so that
millions of poor people can watch
their quirky movie. This movie is
about people who are just plain
weird.
The weirdness makes it funny,
which is the second quality that sets
it apart from most American movies
ofits kind. Most movies concentrate
on clements like the differences
between men a~d · wu111cn, toilet
humor and jokes that should\-c
been retired years ago. Amelie uses
very fresh humor dealing with the
protagonist's imagination and
scenes of sabotage that will have
everyone with a sense of humor
shootin3 soda out their noses.
Scenes like this contribute to the
origin,ility of the film, which is the
third quality. The scene! with
Ar lic's imagination add surrealism
to the film and sometimes add

•Y

MtltAMAX

splashes of orange, giving the
scenery a creepy and dreamlike feeL_
The usc of the camera also adds to
the film's surrealism with some
strange shots. However, the usc of
camera docs not hinder the film like
the acid-trip directional style of
•Moulin Rouge."
The fourth and most importad
factor that sets this movie apart
from romantic comedies is the
absence of Meg Ryan and Julia
Rok--ts. No head-tilting, hair-playin.:, sweater-sleeve-over-the-fingers
here. Thcre'rc just memorable characters, a good storyline, f:11,tastic
cinematoguphy and a much•
dc,crved Oscar no1nination.

Reporter Codell Rodri~ can be
rt:adid at
crodrigue:@dailyegyptian.com
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Amelie - sec: review in this
issue. Rated R. Running time 2 hr.
Pla}ing at Varsity Theatre.

A Beautiful l\lind - Russell
Crowe stars as mathematical genius
John Forbes Nash.Jr., who stood on
the brink of international acclaim
before being diagnosed with schizo·
phrenia but later rebounded to win
the Nobel Prize. Also starring
Jennifer Connelly and Ed Harris.
Directed by Ron Howard. Rated
PG-13. Running time 2 hr. 15 min.
Pla}ing at University Place 8.
Black Hawk Down - see re,iew
in this issue. Rated R. Running time
2 hr. 24 min. Pla)ing al University
Place 8.
Jimmy Neutron, Boy Genius Jimmy Neutron uses his intelligence
and imagination in leading the children of the world in sa,ing their
parents after they arc abducted by
aliens. Featuring the voices of

Manin Short and Patrick St~wart.
Directed by John Da,is. Rated G.
Running time l hr. 27 min. Pla)ing
at U~il·ersity Place 8.
Kate and Leopold - A modemday executive and a 19th century
bachelor fall in lo,·e in present-day
New York thanks to a lime traveling
l\\ist of fate. Starring l\leg Ryan
and Hugh Jackman. Directed by
James l\langold. Rated PG-13.
Running time 2 hr. 11 min. Pla)ing
al University Place 8.
The Lord of the Rings! The
Fellowship of the Ring - Hobbit
Frodo Baggins embarks on a journey
to destroy a magic ring that could
enslave Middle Earth if it falls into
the hands of the dark lords in the
first of three installments based on
J.R.R. Tolkien's cult classic. Starring
Elijah Wood and Ian McKellan.
Directed by Peter Jackson. Rated
PG-13. Running time 2 hr. 58 min.
Pla)ing at Varsity Theatre.

r----~-----------,
Any Piercing
$35.00
5 4 912 0 3 4

I Walk-Ins or Appointments

I
I
I
I

''tattoo~ don_e ri~ht :

I
Lz~s1w.::t:E~~~o!!a!:_H,!'.!_ ~ ~~ ~~ ~e.J
the first time!

The Majestic-Jim Carrcy st.us
as a 1950's blacklisted Hollprnod
screenwriter who suffers from
amnesia after driving his car off a
bridge. He awakes in a small town
where he is mistaken for a long-lost
war hero and sets about rejuvenating
the town by reopening The Majestic
theater. Also starring Martin
Landau and Laurie Holden.
Directed by Frank Darabont. Rated
PG. Running time 2 hr. 29 min.
Pla)ing at University Place 8.

hours after his release from prison,
Danny Ocean (George Clooney) is
already plotting the perfect heist ripping off three Las Vegas casinos
owned by the new boyfriend (Andy
Garcia) of his ex-wife (Julia
Roberts). He enlists the help of
Brad Pitt, Matt Damon and an allstar cast in this remake of the Rat
Pack . film. Directed by Steven
Soderl:,ergh.
Rated
PG-13.
Running time 1 hr. 57 min. Pla)ing
at Varsity Theatre.

The l\lan \Vho \Vasn'tThereBilly Bob Thornton plays a mildmannered barber whose blackmail
scheme on his ~:ieating wife turns
deadly in this black and white film
noirish thriller from the Coen
brothers. Also starring Frances
l\lcDormand
and
James
Gandolfini. Directed by Joel Coen.
Rated R. Running time 1 hr. 56
min. Pla)ing at University Place 8.

Orange County - Smart high
school student Colin Hanks is horrified to learn that he was not
accepted to Stanford because his
guidance counselor accidentally sent
the wrong transcript ,vi1h his application. Desperate, he enlists the aid
of his loser older brother (Jack
Black) lo help him get into the university, mth hilarious results. Also
starring Catherine O'Hara and John
Lithgow. Rated PG-13. Running
time 1 hr. 23 min. Playing at

Ocean's EIC\·en -

Less than 24

Mike Epps
AKA: DdyDdy
from Next Frid;iy

Feb.6

$] SGeneral
Admission

Tickets on sale

January 14
at CTO located on the
Student Center,
2nd floor

f-

o

Snow Dop (P0-13) Di11w
4:10 6:40 9;00
Orange County (PO•ll) Di&lw

Thursday, January 24

4:-107:20 9:20
A llcutiful Mind (PO.Jl) Di&iw
S:IS 8:IS
Jimmy Neutron (G) Di&lw
S:.30
l'.atc & Leopold (POil) Dicital
:20 7:10 10:00
The Royal Tcncbawm (R) Dicital
-1.cxn:00 9-JO
. The Majestic (PG) Di&lw
5:00 S:10
The Man Who Wun't There (R)
7:30 IMS
Blad Hawk Down (R) Dicual
HS 6:40 9-.SS

7:00 pm

•

.. Starts Friday

•

Kuni Pow(l'Otl) Dlgial
Count or Monte Criato(l'Oll)
A Wallt to ~ l ' O ) Dlgir•l

Friday, January 25
Saturday, January 26

7:00 & 9:30 pm
Student Center·
Auditorium
Admission:

$2 Students
$3 Geneml

For more Information
call SPC at 536-3393.

Snow Dogs- Cuba Gooding Jr.
stars as a Miami dentist who learns
he has inherited a dog sled team in
a ,vill. He moves to Alaska, where
he vows 10 learn how to mush
despite the dogs having it in for
him. Also starring James Coburn.
Directed by !3rian Lcv:int. Rated
PG. Running time 1 hr. 37 min.
Pfaying'at_University Place 8.

fomedidn

Shryock Auditorium _

UNIVERSITY 457-0757,t

The Royal Tcnenbaums
Royal
Tenenbaum
(Gene
Hackman) is the father of three
child prodigies (Ben Stiller,
Gwyneth Paltrow and Luke
\Vilson), all of whom experience
failure in their adult lives as a result
of their father's deceit and betrayal.
\Vhen Royal tries to reenter their
lives, the family is forced to confront
their feelings for one another.
Directed by Wes Anderson. Rated
R. Running time 1 hr. 43 min.
Playing at Uni,·ersity Place 8.

SPC Comedy prtseals:

7:30 p.m.

NexttoSuporWal-Mart •p

University Place 8.

Mor• Info cul S36-3393
· or www.slv.edu/.:.spc

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc

SPECIALS)','
Huge 1/3 lh. Burger-& 1''riel'l $2 ~
Two 1/4 lh. Burger!'! $3 '"' .,
BEST RURGERS TN TOWN! .
r't
THURSDAY
FRI. & SAT.
$1 '"' ,lay
$3 "" Pitcher!'!
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Olyinpics will play. out ainid anxiety over security
Rick Montgomery
Knight Ridder Newspapers

SALT LAKE CITY (KRTI - When
the sun pecked over the ski slopes one morning
two months ago,' the people of Park City saw
sur,;eillance cameras perched atop century-old
storefronts on Main Street.
None of the 7,0CX) residents in the resort village seemed to know which fcdcral agency crept
in m'Cfllight to put the cameras thCIC. But C\'CI)'one knC\vwhy they wen: instilled.
The W"mter Ol)mpics arc coming to Ut1h
And in this age of terrorism, so, too, will come
the National Gum!, the bomb-sniffing dog,, the
fighter planes, the video monitors, the met:d
detectors, the checkpoints and the chain-link
fences threaded with motion-sensitive win:.
Sccwity forces will outnumber athletes 4-to1.
"It's spooky in some ways, but after September
11, it's welcome," said Myks Rademan of Park
City, the site of some of the 20 Olympic venues.
Mindful of threats and bursts of violence that
ha\,: troubled the games since the summer of
1972, organiurs spok with confidence about
plans to keep the Salt Lake area secure when the
2002 festhities open Feb. 8.
1rus will be "one of the safest places on the
globe," Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge
saicl in a n:ccnt wit to the area.
A s!C\V of sccn:t security plans had been laid
well before Americans awoke to September's nC\V
anxieties. After the terrorist strikes on the
Pcnbgon and the World Tr.Ide Center, Congress
pumped an c:xtr:a S40 million into keeping Ut1h
safe this wintCL
That pushed the tot:d security budget p:ist
S300 million.
Salt Lake City residents have been angling to
hold the Olympics for more than three decades.
They now n:aliu all that work )us put :a bull"s"C),:
m,:r their community, but what C1ll they do?
Call it oft?Tum tail to the world?
-ne games arc nccdcd now more than ever;

Mitt Romney, president of the Salt Lake
Oi)mpic Committee, said, echoing an oft-spoken
rcsol\i: here.
After all, for the region of a million-plus residents, the 17-day C\1:nt promises to be the biggest
happening since Brigham Young entered the \-al•
ley and told his wandering band ofMormons that
"this is the right place" in 1847,
"Our plans n:ally haven't changed, but the
emotion has," said Jared Wood of the local
AmcriClll Red Cross chapter. "For C'l'Ct)'One in
Salt Lake, the fear that something terrible could
happen was v.alidated September 11.
"But if the games wen: canceled, the local
economy would be dC\':ISt:atcd. It would be like
canceling Christm:aS on Christm:aS Eve."
Experts \'Oice WJ)ing degrees of concern that
terrorists will strike these games in the lint place.
A1t:acking an international goodwill gathering
.will only further alienate evildoers from the rest of
the world, some say.
Still, an opportunity exists to harm and humiliate America amid the glare of global media
attention, said University of Pcnnsyw:ania professor Stephen Gale, an :authority on terrorism.
"Even under the best circumstances, an
Ol)mpics venue is a =wity nightmare," he said.
"At this point, I'm not certain we should expose
ourselves to such an obvious risk. The more energy you de\'Ote to protecting the games, the more
you demct from other concerns (clscwhcn:), like
· our water supplies and electrical grids."
When it comes to battling terrorists, Gale
said, "hope is not a method.•

'The plan' is in place
Olympic planners arc ~}ing on more than
hope. Without advertising the details, they say
"the plan" is solid.
Most of the nearly 12,0CX) security workers
will v.i::ar pWn clothes to blend with the crowds
_ and to gather intelligence. Many federal
agents will patrol on skis and snowmobiles.
Nine trained dogs will sniff for explosi\'CS at
S3lt Lake City lntenutional Airport. All baggage will be inspected. If anyone in a terminal's
exit L:.ne mO\'es in the opposite direction, a

recently installed "Exitscntry" system will trigger an alarm, flash a strobe and snap a photo of
that person.
The :aiiport wJl shut d= during opening
and closing festivities at Rice-Eccles Olympic
Stadium. President Bush plans to be at the first
ceremony; Vice President Dick Cheney will be
at the latter.
Air travel above Salt Lake City will be
w;tricted throughout the games. F-16 fighter
jets will stand ready at a nearby Air Force base.
"We're going to shoot you down" if )'OU fly
in restricted airspa::e, Robert Flowers, commissioner of the Ut1h Olympic Public Safety
Command, told a local nC\VSpaper.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention shipped :antitoxins and supplies of
the anti-anthrax drug Cipro.
For the safety of U.S. athletes, some wen:
advised weeks ago to a\'Oid wearing team jackets when socializing and to not carry stereos
blasting American pop music.
The pn:p:ar:ations have given rise to a new
phrase, "mag and bag.• which will apply to
many Olympic checkpoints. One checker will
wave a magnetometer to detect conce3lcd
weapons white another searches bags.
Visitors to major venues can expect hourlong waits at the checkpoints.
For the lint time in Olympic history, the
Secret Service is leading counterterrorism
efforts, with hdp from the FBI and the Federal
Emergency Management Agcn~-y. Their collective powers and duties wen: spelled out in 1998
in Prcsidcnti3l Directive 62, which is tbssificd.
All three agencies and more than a dozen
state and local groups make up the Ut1h
Olympic Public Safety Command.
Its go3l is to keep all planners informed, to
coordinate in one command center the monitoring of all venues and to a\'Oid communication gaps that occurn:d in the 1996 Summer
Ol)mpics in Atlanta_ when a bomb in a paper
sack exploded in a public park.
S3lt Lake City Mayor Rocky Anderson said
that "C\·eryone's on the same page" and that care
had been taken to give the C\1:nt an inviting

feel.
-ncrc'll be a conspicuous security presence
but not an O\'erwhclming one_ and not a presence most people wouldn't desire,• he said.
Anderson is considered a liberal in a state
known for its consef\':lti\'C politics. At the
behest of the American CMl Liberties Union,
the mayor's office recently released a plan for
public demonstrations during the Olympics.
Protests will be limited to eir,ht parks and
street comers. Police may break tp any gathering of three or more persons on a site not designated a "demonstration zone."
Be-sides weapons and explosives, items that
will be prohibited in the zones include rope, gas
masks, glue, "Super Soaker squirt gunst eggs,
slingshots, fishing line and ~n marbles.
Apprehension 1ingcn
Federal agents have been lurking in Parle
City for a couple of years.
The local buzz is that some cvcn Im: in"
tO\VO, keeping a quic:t watch on the comings
and goings of strangers, shrewdly striking up
chit-chat with foreign-looking visitors.
Vanessa Conabce hears the feds whispering
in her coffee shop.
As Conabce SCCS it, the more agents, the
better. In fact, she says she fccls safer because of
Sept.11.
"The terrorism has succeeded in keeping
you in that state of nef\'Dusness," she said. •But
people now arc more aware. The whole crowd
psychology that nobody will hdp if something
goes wrong_ that's changed completely."
The greater fear for her arose shortly after
the attacks, when people discussed the possibility of canceling the games.
Indeed, the upside for Ut1h is awesome. In
preparing for the Olympics, the S3lt :...akc arc.a
already has netted more than SSlkl million in
federal funds to repave ficcways, build brid~
and adopt light rail. NC\V hotels ha\,: risen,
adding 2,0CX) rooms to the area in the last two
years.
It is little surprise that area surveys show a
steady conscllSUS! The games must go on.

Musical
$99.00 GUITAR SALE
Karaoke, OJ Systems. Video Equipment Rentals. Reco<ding Studios
(618)457-5641.

You can p&aa> ~ ClasSir,ec1 ac!
·

· onlin1at

FOR RENT ·

M"BORO. FEMALE TO Share a nice
lg home. clean and quiet, $200/mo,
call684-5584.
M"BORO, GRAD STUDENT to
Share 2 bdrm house, q111at.
$200/mo. plus 112 util, 684-5992.
ROOMATE WANTED FOR 2 bdrm
at 604 S. Universily, call 529-1335.

htt;YJ/dassad.salukic;ity.de.slu.edu/
FAXm

Fax us your Classified M
24 hours a day!

Include the followlng lnlom,ation:
'Full name and addnlss

'Oates to publi$l1
'Classification wanted
'Weekday (8-4:30) phctle nurnt>er

FAX ADS are subject to normal
deadl,nes. The Daly Egyptian reS8MIS Iha righl to edit, prope,ly
Classily Cf decline IJ1'ff ad.
81 IM53-3248

Rooms
PARK PLACE EAST, res hall, int1,
grad. upper ctass sludent. quiet, util
Ind. dean rooms. tum, $210 & up.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 3
bdnn houSe, w/d. ale. catpOrt. r.:-ar
campus. 1/3 of rent & util, 529-4124.

cal 549-2831, not a pa,ty place.

SALUKI HALL. CLEAN rooms. util
Ind. S195/mo, aaoss rrom SIU, sem
lease, cal 529-3815 or 529-3833.

Roommates
2 BDRM, OUIET

area. w/d. alr, pe!S

ale. availallle now, $237.50/mo, +

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share a
3 bdnn house. $263,'mo, plus 1/3 of
util. Close to campus, 529-3739.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to sharu lg
3 bdrm house, Close to campus,
$250,'mo, 1/301 Ulll, 5 4 ~

112 util, cal 549-2833.

APARTMENTS
SIU Apprned
Frwa ......... loGna

, or 12 moath lwa

&R Property _Managemen -~
2300 S. Illinois Ave/921 E. Grand
BRAND NEW 1 & 2 BEDROOMS!

•Carpet
•Washer & Dryer.

•Ceiling Fans

~11549~4713 Toda

Spadom

AIC

Fllllisbnl
Swimmin&h<I
Clmt lo ampas .

Cable TV
ADSL
Puking

Efficiencies, & 3 Bdrmm Apts.
ForFall2002

~®.~Tg~
1207 S. Wall
457-4123

'·
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BROOK SIDE MANOR
1200 EAST GRAND AVE.

Sublease
1 BDRM SUBLEASE. lg, quiet, wld
In apt, great location, can 35 I •5955
or 457-8194 tor more Into.
ALL UTIL PAID. niee spacious 2
bdrm apt, S650lmo. near C.lmpus,
contact 549-4686.
MATURE SUBLESOR'S NEEDED
tor niee 2 bdrm apt, quiet nei\jhbor•
Nice clean 1 bdrm apt, tum, ale, new
appl, 1 block from campus. t st mo
rent p;,id. Oec•Aug, call Stephanie
847-872-8473.
ROOMATE NEEDED TO :hare 3
bdrm house. 113 util. price neg. JanAug. 529-9383.
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 2
female$. wld. close to campus.
$205/mo. plus trJ util, 549-7899.
SUBLEASE THROUGH AUG. avail
immed, 1 bdrm. $275. cable included. close to camous. 457•1133.

549 • 3600 lax 549 • 3601
See us at apartmen11corn
C'OALE AREA. BARGAIN, SPA•
CIOUS. 1 bdrm. no pets, can 6844145 or 684-6862.
C-OALE. 2 BDRM. duplex, at 606 E
Parl<. 893-4737.
CHECK Olli ALPHAS places wld.
d/w. whirtpool tubs. master suites.
garages. fenced deckS. cats consid·
ered, 1-4 bdrm, avail May• Juna •
Aug. 457-8 t 94 or 529-2013, ChrisB.
blpharental Cacl.com.
www.dailyegyplian.com/Alpha.hlml
• COUNTRY SETTING. 5 mi•os from
SIU, I Ddrm. $400/mo util ird. avail
now,985-3923.

SUBLEASE TILL 6/30/02. lg 2 bdrm.
unlum, QUit1l exc location, $475/mo.
565-1109. after 6pm.

EFFIC APT SUMMER sublet.
$250/mo, 406 W Oak St. C'Dale.
evening phone 529,()()69.

SUBLEASOR NEEDED IMMEDI·
ATELY until May. 2 bdrm. 2 bath
mobila home. dlw. wld. fully equipped kitchen and very economical.
$175/mo • 112 ut~. call Brian. 457·
4797.

FOR RENT, ·1 & 2 bdrm apts. good
location, Goss Property Manage,s.

SUBLEASOR NEEDED TO share 2
bdrm house. Fe!>• May, S250lmo.
Close to campus. call 351-o848.

Apartments
SUMMER/FALL 2002
6. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1 bdrms,
can 549-4808 (9am-5pm) no pets.
Rental Ust at 324 W Walnut

4 LARGE BDRMS. 1•2 baths.
c/a. w/d. summer or tall lease.
549-4808. no pets. (9 am-5 pm).

CHECK OUT ALPHAS places wld.
d/w. whirlpool tubs. master suites,
garages. fenced decks. cats consid·
ered, 1-4 bdrm. avM May • June •
Aug, 457-8194 or 529-2013. ChrisB.
alpha rental o aol.corn,
www.d.lilyegyptian.com/~.html

LARGE LUXURY 2 BDRM TOWN·
HOUSES. new construction. wid.
dlw. C:a. swimming. fishing. Giant
City Rd. many extras, 549-8000.

LARGE 1 & 2 bdrm apt, 1 blk from
c.'\ITlpus. all utit Ind. can 549-5729.

MODERN SPACIOUS 2 bdrm,
1 112 bath. tor rent Jan 1, minutes
from SIU, $580/mo. 618-351-1650.

LARGE 2 ROOM APT. on Qak St.
wood floors. shady yard. some util
incl S250lmo. no pets. 549-3973.
LG 1 BDRM studio to sublet. ava,l
Jan 15th, walk to campus. $250/mo
plus util. 684-8416.

M'BORO. 1 ANO 2 BDRM. lg and
clean, S250-35(llmo. trash and wa•
ter. can 618-687•1774.

1 BDRM. 209 N Springer, ale.
$325/mo. waler. trash. lawn. gas
paid. 525-2531 or 618-833-5807.

ALPHA·s JAN SUBLEASES, 2 bdrm
townhome. Unity Point School Dis•
1rict S580 & $780. 1 bdrm flat at
$460. Aa plaees havo luff.sized w/d.
d/w. breakfast bar, spacious rooms.
lots ot closet space. cats consid·
ered. 457-8194. 529-2013. Chris B.
www.dailyegyptian.com/Alpha.html

HOLLYHOCK APTS. 613 S Washington. now avail 2 bdrm $525/mo.
water, trash incl. near Rec Center.
can 684-4626.

can52!1-2620.·

I & 2 bdrm, wla. quiet. avail now
and May. www.bur1<propert,escom.
call 549-0081.
I BDRM. $300.MO. 2 blkS from SIU.
S20 application tee. SI SO dep & 1st
rnonth·s rent due wtien signing a
lease. can 457• 6786.

ALPHAS BUILDING AGAIN. 2 bdrm.
both bdrm suites have whirl;,ool tut>.
privale fenced patio. wld. garden
window. breakfast bar. cats consid·
ered. $760, dlw. ava~ May/Aug,
457-8194 or 529-2013 CMs B.

GEORGETOWN, NICE. FURN. unrum. 2 & 3 bdrm, soph-grad. see dis•
play by appt, no pets. 529-2187.

1 & 2 bdrm. QUiCt area. S250 • $550/
mo. very Clean. garage. wld. call
529-2970 or 529-3899.

MURPHYSBORO. QUIET 2 bdrm &
6 room apL avail in artist apt build•
ing, pets ok, S28S'mo & $385/mo,
call 687•2787.

1 BDRM. CLEAN. QUiet. grad student pref. Ind trash. no pets. unfum.
• Close to SIU. $350/mo. 529-3815.

NICE 2 BDRM. lease NOW TO 7•
02, r.o pets, ale. wld hook up. great
location. depcsit, 529-2535.

1 OR 2 bdrm tum apt, ubl ird. lease.
good tor grad student. no pets, caa
664-4713.

NO Deposlll Looking tor your next
apt, we·n make~ easy! Can today,
457-4422.

S.:95/mo plus dep. 549-2833.
WEST OF C'OALE. on GloM Rd. 2
bdrm. c/a, no pets. $375/mo plus
dep. 987•2150.

2, 3, 4, & 5 bdnm apts

2 BDRM APT, carpet. fenced in
· backyard. w/d hookup. off street
parking. no pels. M'Boro, 687•3730.
2 BDRM. CLOSE to campus. wld,
c/a. pet ol<, student rental. $500,'mo.
avail now. can 549-3295 or 528·
2945.
2 BDRM. FURNISHED, $400-$495,
1 blk from campus, no pets. can
457•5631.
2 BDRM. W/ appl. water. trash pick•
up pro.ided. no pets, $350/mo
• dep, 4 mi S 51, can 457•5042.

3 BDRM, 517 N Qaldand, wld.

. S630lmo. waler, trash. lawn paid.

w.'d. Augusl loase. no pets,
549-4808 (9 am-5 pm).

5 LARGE BDRMS, 2 baths, ale,

wld. basement. closest home to
Rec Center, Aug lease. 549-4808.
no pets, (9 am-5 pm).

I BDRM. UNFURN. no p&t,i, 1 blk
from campus. $375/mo. $300 dep.
call Lisa at 457-5631.

2 & 3 bdrm, c/a. wld. nice & quiet
area. avail now & May, www.burk•
properties.com. can 549-0081.
2 BDRM HOME, newly remodeled.
boaut,tul country setting. swimming
pool privileges. near Golt Course.
S550/mo. no pets. rel required. 5294808.
2 BO RM. window ale, wld hook up.
QUiet area. 1 mile north of town.
availab19 now. can 549-0081.
2 BDRM. WINDOW AIR condrtioning. w/d hook-up. stove, relrig. no
pets, ref, can 549-1659 after 5pm.
3 BDRM AVAIL now. close to campus. 1st. last. dep + rel. 5-175/mo.
687·2475 or 687•2520. Iv mess.

pH. 54 9-1332

For all your rental needs call

NOW Accepting
Reservations for
Fall 2002

549-0895 or 529-2954

o

1

epar ng

sse

1 I :. BDRM MOBILE HOMES,
close ta campus, $225-$400/mo,
water & trash Included, no pets, can
549-4471.
2 BDRM HOMES. water, sewer,
trasll pick•up and 13wn care, laundromat on premises, Glisson MHP.
616 E Parl<. 457-ll405, Roxanne
MHP, 2301 S Illinois Avo, 549-4713.

3, 4, 5, BDRM. FURN. A/C, wld, no
pets. ~ t be neat and clean. avad
Aug. closJ lo SIU. call 457•7782.

2 BDRM. FURN. clean, niee, near
roe contor, no pets, rel, $230/mo
plus util. 457•7639.

C'OALE, 2 BDRM. W/0 hookup. 1
mt from SIU. ref, $350/mo, $200
dep. no pets. 618·253-6007.

6 LARGE BDRMS. 2 baths, c/a.

Mobile Homes .
;...._MUST see 12 bdnn trailer._...,
_..... S195/mo & upllll bus ava~..........
........Hurry, I~ avail, 549-3850........

3 BDRM. CIA, wld, niee & quiet
area. carport, 1 mt west of town,
avail now. call 549-00SI.

Fill> 151. 525-2531or 618-833-5807.

CHECK OUT ALPHAS places w/d,
d/w, whirtpool tubs, master suites,
garages. fenced decks. cats consid·
ered, 1-4 bdrm. avaB May • June •
Aug. 457-8194 or 529-2013. ChrisB.
alpharental C aol.cor:i,
www.daityegyptian.com/Alpha.html

courmw SETTING, 2 bdrm. cat•
pet, gas. appl. pets ol<, $340/mo,
can after 5 pm, 684·5214.
M'BORO WOODED 3 bdrm &
2 bdrm ava~. wld hookup. pets NI.
garage w/both, $475/mo & $35',.mo.
can 687-2787.
NEAR CAMPUS. 401 S OAKLAND,
2 bdrm luxury house, c/a. wld, etc.
no pets. can 684-4145 or 684-6862•
NEW CONSTRUCTION AND newly
remodeled houses on Mill St. central ale, d/w, w/d, and plenty of park·
Ing. please call Clyde Swanson,
549-7292 or 534-7292.
NICE 2 OR 3 bdrm. Southwest area.
c/a. wld. carpet, no pets, 529-3581.
NICE COUNTRY SETTING tor 6
studems. 6 bdrm. 2 bath, living
room. lg family room. c/a. wld. d/w,
stove. trig. freezer. dock, pallo, Cedar Creek Rd. 523-4459.
PERFECT HOUSE FOR FRATER·
NITV OR SORORITY, CLOSE TO
SIU, WILL BUILD OR REMODEL
TO SUIT, CALL CLYOE SWAN•
SON. 549-7292.
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR house
Mill St. 549-7292.
SPACIOUS 4 BDRM near Ille rec,
cathedral cei~ wnans. big living
room. utility room wnua size wid. 2
baths. wen maintained. cats considered. no dogs, S860lmo, 457-8194 ·
or 529-2013. Chris B.
www.dailyegyptian.com/AJpha.html

2 BDRM, UNFURNISHED trailer.
pets 01<, trash Incl, S2851mo. references are reQUired, can 457•5631.
CARBONDALE. 2 BDRM, localed
in quiet paJI<. SIS0-$475/rr.o. can
529-2432 or 684-2663.
C'DALE. 1 BDRM. $235/mo. 2 bdrm
$250-$400/mo, water. gas. lawn &
trash incl, no pets, 800-293-4407.
C'DALE. 1 BDRM. close to campus.
dean. ale, Ir', heat, cable. 5291422.
C'DALE, 2 BDRM front and rear.
close to campus. Clean, c/a, gas.

heat. wld. cable. no pets, 529-1422.
FROST MOBILE HOMES. 2 bdrms,
S250, $300. SIU bus route, very
clean. 457-8924.
MURPHYSBORO 1 DORM mobile
home. very nice, Ideal for 1 person,
private lot. no pets, lease req. call
684-5649.

Available1
'·N'"
·, . ow ,
I

<

'RENTAlSf
TWO

BEDROOM

Eim:fflll
THREE
BEDROOM
706 S Forest·

509 ~awJi~gs #7
Close.to Campus
www.niidv,·esl.ncl
/11t~ri1er~ntiils .

529-1082
HoDJ.e
Rentals

600 West Hill St.

2 bdnm mobile hOmes tor the
cost conscious student for tall

a1

to classl 1·2 BDRM APTS. new
construction. next to Communica·
lions building. wld, d/w, microwave,
ma exlras. avail now. 457•5700.
TOP C'OALE LOCATION. bargain 2
bdrm apt, no pets. can 664-4145 or
684-8862.

For only $5, you can send someone a Saluki
Sweetheart! Saluki Sweethearts consist of5 lines of
personalized text. For an additional $2, you can make
your Saluki Sweetheart extra special by adding
Valentine Clip Art. Make someone's Valentine's Day
special this year!

«t,_; Build.

,............................ \
Alpha's

t

~:

~ .

mg!

~

Again! !

Alpha's New Townhome! ;
On 6rehm Lane
,.. 1."" 2Bedroom Townhome
~"" Washer/Dryer t
1it"" Whirlpool Tub in each
~"" Breakfast Bar
:
Master Suite Ch . B ~"" Dishwasher
t

!
!

457..s194

3 BDRM HOUSES AVAIL In May,
largo yard, ale. wld can 549-2090.

Attention SIU-C

BEAUTIFUL APTS. STUDIO. 1
bdrm. and 2 bdrm, near SIU, ready
to move In, Sludios as low as
$1 BOlmo. 1 bdrm $360/mo. 2 bdrm
$425/mo. 457-4422.

1
.,

3 BDRM HOUSE, Pump House
Road. 1.l'boto, yard mowing. water,
trash. trig, sieve. S600. 684-8255.

Freshmen , Onderqrads

2 BLKS TO SIU, elfc. tum, ale. wa•
ter & trash. S205'mo. 411 E Hester,
457-8798. avail spring.

" ~
- "',q.

549-4808
Rental List al 324 W Walnut
(Hwy 13 East) (front doot')

........2 BDRM IN THE BOONIES ......
........HURRY, FEW AVAILABLE. ......
•...................549-3850 .......................

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake. I
bdrm wlcarpott and Slorage area, no
pets, $27!.'mo. 549-7400.

NOW AVAIL 2 BDRM DUPLEX.

2 bdrm• 406. 319. 324 W Walnut,
305 W College

.............WORK FOR RENT..- .........
........... MOBILEHOME PARK.....- ....
.....................549-3850......................

COUNTRY. NICE 2 bdrm. small
pets ok. $450/mo. rel required, avail
Jan, Nancy, 529-1696.

wrr,. AJC. QUict neighborhood.

3bdnm-321 WWalnut,405S
• 310. 3101, 313. 610W Chony,
100,408 S Forest, 306 W College

4 LARGE BDRMS, 1•2 baths,
c/a. wld. summer or tan tease,
549-4308. no pets, (9 am-5 pm).

Duplexes

NEW CONSTRUCTION, 1 BDRM
luxury, on Lake Front. d/w, fireplace, garage, many extras, 457•
5700.

4 bdnm• 503. 505. 511 S Ash
321,324,406,802 W Walnut
305 W College, 103 S F0test

3 BDRM CARPETED, wld. lg yd,
ale, great location. 6228 Country
Club Head, $600/mo. 457-4959.

Stevenson Arms

2 BDRM APT above Mary Lou·s
restaurant, no pets. 1st, last. and
d81)0SII. call 684-5649.

~~

(I bdnm- 701 W Chony

GORDON LN, LG 2 bdrm. whirlpool
tub. haH bath downstairs. 2 car ga•
rage, patio, wld, d/w, $850/mo, also
avan 2 masttir su~e version wl fireplace. $920mo, avail May • June or
Aug. 457-8194, 529-2013. Chris B.
www.dailyegyptian.com.ALPIIA.hlml

LG 2 BDRM apt tor rent. niee quiet
country setting in C'dale, water/trash
pick up incl, pool. 457-8302.
M'BORO 1 BDRM apt, water & trash
ind. S200lmo. Tri-County Realty.
618-425-3982.

!
!
!

SUMMER/FALL 2002

TOWNHOUSES
306 W Colkl!:9. 3 bdrms. fumlun.
tum. c/a. summernan toases.
call 549-4808 (9 am-5 pm) no pets.

5 bdrm• 303 E Hester

hood, 521·9847.

1

Houses

Townhouses

All uti~ties & cable lrduded
2 bedroom $325 per person
3 bedroom $274 per person
6.9.12 month leases
On-,;te Manage< & I.taint
Ample partdng & Bus slop

t::LASSlflEO

ns .

!
!
!
529 ..2013..,

(office) ChrisB8l94@ao1.com (home)

.

More clipart available at the D.E. Front Desk!

.

cw this year! You can add your special someone's
'l'J,
bolo to a special template along with your m e s s a g e ~

, , ,

Deadline is February 11 1\ 2002, 2pm

-,

-., http://www.dallyegyptlan.com/Alpha.html -r

~····························~

~

You can place your Saluk1 Sweetheart al 53(,.JJI I or visit Communication Huildrng Room 125'>.

.

.1_ ..... , .

.

THURSDAY, JANUARY

CLASSIFIED
NICE 1 & 2 BDRM on SIU bus routa,
malnlonanco on site, $180-$275,
avaU now & January, can 549-0000.
ntE OAWG HOUSE

rnE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GU:DE AT
ttpJ/www.dailyogyptlan.com/da
house.html

:

Help Wanted.

$250 A DAY pctentlallbar1onding.
training providing, 1-000-293-3985 .•
ext 513.

ATTENTION HILLEL STUDENTS:
Jewish Rcsldonllal Surnmor Camp
In cart>ondale 19 looking for Senior
Counselors. For appl'ication: B77•
71~103 or e-mail siHedOaotcom.
Avon Reps. NO Ouolas, No Ooor·IOOoor, Free Shipping! Only S10 lo
Slartl 1-800-898-2866.

BAR MAIDS PT, will train, exe
pay/bouncers. Johnslon City, 20 minutes from C'dale, can 982·9402.
BEST BUY
Appfyon-fineat
www.BestBuyRetailJobs.com

or can 1-888-NEWJOB9
DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
National company expanding in this
area. No cash lnvostmenL No Inventory or delivery. Set your own hours!
Paid training. Conlests. promotions
and tttpst ean Bart> 549-8440.
EARN QUICK
SPRING BREAKMOHEY
EARN S160 OR MORE
Participating In resoareh.
Women & Men. 1 B-50 years old,
who qualify and complete Ille study,
are needed lo participate In resoarch. Sludents and non-students
welcome. Oualifieations dOIO<rTMned
by screening proc,; 'IS. 453-3561.

STEVE ntE CAR DOCTOR Mobila
Mccllanlc. He makes houso calls,
457•7984 or mobole 525-8393.

caa re1ters 0011 vour

.

Free Pets

HEALTHY LAB/GERMAN SHEP• .
PARO, puppies, swoet tomperedlami'r dog, shots, 559-0201.

t1st11gsoot11e

SiGMA Pi

They can if you're

SpRiNG RusJt 2002
}07 W. ColLEGE

listed at the

n9,1926

rnJEJj;Jn?

"THE HANDY MAN CAN" do almost
anything, work, wash, paint. fix and
dean, free estimati,, 549-3105.
-ACT FASTI SAVE SSS, GET A
COUPON ... GO TO
·
SPRINGBRliAKOISCOUNTS.COM
OR CALL 800-584-7502.

Dauy lfouse/

KITTENS OR PUPPIES to !five
away? 3 llnd for 3 days FREE In
the Daily Egyptian

Classtlleds!

PACE

15

OPEN HOUSE ALL WEEK 7-10
THURSDAY-CASINO NIGHT FRIDAY-OPEN HOUSE
Rusi! CAN Cn.iTACr
Jod CIA= ~49,7610
0AANOON uwc H6-6228

GENTIL..,[."j hT£RtsTEd ,~

LOST GLASSES, LOST between U
Avo and Sl<yllne, green lrameS.
een tint. reward 529-3449

•Ridn,-t.blrloAIIEtt""•

Found
SPRING BREAK CANCUN,

FOUND ADS
3 ltnes. ldays FREEi

Jamaica, South Padre, & all Florida
destinations. bes1 IIOtels. free par•

536-3311

lies,lcwestpricesl

' Announcements
FRATERNmES, SORORmES
CLUBS & STUDENT GROUPS
Eam S1,000-$2,000 !his someS1er
witl1 Ille easy Campuslundralser.
com llvee hour lundraislng evenl
Does not Involve credit card appl'ica•
lions. Fundraislng dates are filling
quici<ly, so can IOdayf Contad eampuslundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visi1 www.campuslundraiser.com

[}{]@•~ \\W@[ruil@@J ~

www.bfeakerstravel.com

(800)-985-6789.

·

Spring 2002 Dally Egyptian Job Listings
The Daily Egyptian is accepting applications for the spring 2002 semester. All
applicants must be in good academic
standing and must be enrolled for at least
6 credit hours.

Personals
A BABY FOR US TO LOVE
ADOPTION

Active, energetic couple (mid•30's)
enjoy Ille outdoors. sports, travel
and time wit11 lamtly. We love each
olhef and are eaoer lo love a precious baby. Aunts/uncles,

nioces/nepheY,-s and adoring w,ind·
parents share our exeiloment Call

Web Designer

us anytime.

Spring Break

We're not exactly sure what you'll be
doing outside of creating great web page.
But if you are a Photoshop expert and
have some HTML experience, you'll really
love working on a big web site. Nothing
looks better on a resume than DE experience! Stop by and fill out an application
and include any URL showing your experience. No phone calls please.

BARBARA AND ROD

Sl'RINSBRUK
Be"StAm,nH

·'''""'"""''. . ••oflll;:::·~,

Best Price-s & O~!.t P.arl1es

l::llltllll. IIC:IIIUICll ~d:111

llllliiilll
READ THE DAILY EGYPTIAti,....:
ONLINE
"'ttp .nvw da•~e,mphan com

t:imia.~
crew, sell jobs, design & •
customers, provide landduties. Experience ruMing a
andscape crew. Good communica•
· skillS. Oogree preferred. Good
fits. 618-997-6897, Send re-

24, 2002 •

nom12 Saatn P3dre lsbml
GO mm _CIJU NOWl

lo Changing Sea'IOnS, 3915

mestino D,. Marion IL. 62959.
GRAD STUDENT TO help Wlll1 research on a book entitled conffict
resolution and childrens btorature,
549-5672.

Circulation Drivers

Homo Based-Secretarial Related.
Perfect for students away at school.
FTIF'( 630-897-0367.

n,quoH111,,..,,,llsttldn
Ill•~ lllltlU/

PHYSICALLY FIT PERSON, lo

The Dawg House is the

mov&'cloan appliances. PT botween
Hi pm. Able Appliance. 457-7767.

POSITIONS AVAIL. C'DALE area,
exp wlsales & advertising. lmmodiate openings. can 529•5989.
RETAIL DEPARTMENT MANAGER,
genoral boot.s and computer sales.
tun lime ,..;u, great benefrts, retail
and book experience a plus, apply in
person at University Bookstore, SIU
Student Center or can 536-3321.

SPRING BREAK 2002 • Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco and
Florida. JOin Student Travel Serv•
lcos, America' 11 Student Tour Op-

STUDENTS TIRED OF being
broke? can 1-888-313-23.."0 ext
1701, and leave mess.

forma!ion/Reservations 1-800-648•

SUMMER CAMP AQUATIC Dirac•
tor, YMCA Camp Maclean in But•

ms an

lington, WI
opening tor a
summer camp Aquatic Director.
Must have ~teguanl & WSI ccrtilica·
lion. Must have experience In super-

vising. Residential position. Juno 6Aug 25111, 2002. Salary: $300,'week
+ room & boar<!. To apply, contact
Jett Tremmel at 262•763•7742.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS,
co-ed YMCA summer camp 1.5 hrs
oorth or Chicago is hiring co11esa . students to work with you1ll lo boaublul camp setting, salary. room,
board provided, June 10-Aull 17,
groal chance to g.>in cxporionce

wo~ng ...ith kids. YMCA camp
l.13cle3n, Burlington, WI, 262•763•
7742, www.campmadean._com.

$500 WORTH OF grocery coupons

or your choico/lree sample, can 1•
800-70H552.
GENERAL HANDY MAN, various
homO repairs. plumbin~. etoctrical,
roofs, hauling. pain~ & much

more. 549-2090.
GUTTER CLEANING
It's nasty, It's scary. I do it
John Taylor 529-7297.
HIGH SPEED INTERNET SERVICE
A.O.S.L

AJ lntomet Company
337 S. Main Stroet
Anna. IL 62906
611J.833.1833
Loca!ty owood and opera!od
Serving: A."IM, Cartx>ndale, Mur•
physboro &

Metropolis

PACK & SHIP C'ddla's only authOr•
lzed, UPS &hipping location since
1083, Ol1 Rt 13 next to Donny's at E·
z Rrntal Center can 457-2214.

~:a:J===~,i.;;~::\...I
...r

erator. Up lo $100 ol certain hotels.
Group Orgru,izers can travel free. In•
4849or

premier Internet guide
to rental property
fistings in Carbondale.
Sponsored by the Daily
Egyptian, we drive a
high volume of
. t:rgeted traffic to your
:~~r~ati~5; ~~e

T;;;!~~

ANDMOBL
Call 618-536-3311 and ask
for Dawg Hoose Rates

www.ststra~el.com

The Coordinated Science Laboratory
Unlvenlty of Illinois 11t Urbana-Champaign
Manager of Accounting and System lntegntion

The Coordinated Science Labor:uory seeks :m indi\idual to manage accounting and
system integration of financi:11 data for the Business Office of the Coordinated Science
Laboratory. This position will manage the accounting functions wilh supervisory
responsibility and integrale business systems :md processes for financial transactions and
reports.
Th: position· requires a Bachelor's degree in aceounling with a minimum of three years
universiiy experience involving accounting, fiscal oversight. system planning. system
intcg,.ition, and general organiz.:ition. The successful applicant will ::.!so be expected to
demonstrate c.<tcellent wriucn and oral communication skills in addition to proven slcills
in accounting integr.ition. The applicant will be expected to be familiar \Ooith or to learn
Univc:rsiiy core financial applications, procedures, policies, :md cu=t operating systems
used by dcp:utmc:nul business offices.
The appointment will be a full-iime (100¾) academic professional position on a twelvemonth basis. Salary is conimcn:.urate -._vi_th experience :md qualific:itions.
In order to receive full considmtion, applications_ must be received by JanU3I)' 31, 2002.
Interviews may take place duriLg the application 'period, but a final decision will not be
made until after the dc:idline for applications. Interested candidates arc requested to
submit a letter of interest. a resume, and a list of three profession:il references (including
names, address, telephone number, :md e-mail) to:
Ms. Elizabeth DeMison, Interim Assistmt Director
Coordinated Science Laboratory
1308 W. Main SL ;
Urbana, IL 61801
Telephone:
(217) 333-251S
Fax:
(217)244-1764
dmnisonra>uiuc cdu
E-mail:
The ar.ticipatcd s:ariing d:itc is February I 8, 2002.
· The University of Illinois is nn· Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

• Night Shift
• Good driving record a must
• If you are enrolled in 8am or 9am classes you need not apply

-

Complete a DE employment
application available at the DE
customer service desk in room
1259, Communications Bldg.

2002 CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING POLICY

Please Be Sure To Check
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On
The First Day Of Publication
The Daily Ei:yptian cannot be re,ponsible for
more than one day's incorrect insenlon. Advenlsers
are responsible for checkini: their ads for errors on tho:
first day they appear. Errors not the fault of the adver•
liser which lessen the value of the adveniscment will be
adjusted.

All classified advcrtisini: must be processed
before 2 pm to appc,ar in the next day's publication.
Anything pro:essed after 2 pm will s;o in the followini:
Jay's publicati,~n.
Classified ad,·erthini: must be paid in ad,-ance
except for tho,e accounts with established credit. A •er•
,·ice chari:e of $25,00 will be added to the aJ,·ertiser'•
account for every check returned to the Daily Ei;yptian
unpaiJ by the adveni>er's bank. Earl)· cancellation, of
clauified advenisement will be chari:ed a $2,50 service
foe. Any refund under $2.50 will be forfeited due to
the co!t of processins;.

All ad,·ertl,ini: submitted to the Daily Egyptian
l~ subject to approval and may be revised, rejected, or
cancelled at any time. ·
The Dally Ei:yptlan assumes no liability If for
any reason it becomes nece$&ary to omit any advertise•
ment.·
A sample of all mall-order ilemA must be submitted and approved.prior 10 deadline for publication.
No ads will be ml••-classlfied;
Pl.ace your ad by phone at 618-536-3311 ~fond;ay,
Friday 8 a.m. to 4130 p.m, or visit our office in the·
Communications Building, room 1259.
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

·~ 58". ~-
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Life
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Not ,'lllid with any other offer. Valid only al Carbondale location. ~
Additional toppinf;S extra. Other fees m11s applf. fapires Otn&O?. \.J

C
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It's ,w- ret>.I
leo.therf Did

H~ve ~ou. St.U\

Ml3 WQ,llet, ~h?

ATTENTION:
INTERNA?IONAL
STUDENTS!!

~oi.<

k11ow +-~"'+? 1/v.~?!r

)

Ycu owe

l"le1 Fn.~k.

INTERESTED IN GRADUATE SCHOOL?

PLEASE JOIN US FOR A PRESENTATION ON
THURSDAY, JANUARY 24TH, 6:00-8:00 PM
STUDENT CENTER
4nt FLOOR-VIDEO LOUNGE
SPECIFICALLY FOR SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS
AND SENIORS
MANY OPPORTUNITIES EXIST AT SIUC FOR
CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION AND

By Unda C. Black
Today's llli1hdaJ (Jan. 24). Ywr,, arldent, maginaM. spmJaTtr advarnd. creatr,,e and Nghly a11raai-,e. No v.onderoeheis are
draMI lo you. You rr.6f NIii! bttn shf Of pr,,oal.fied in die past.
But this~ lei yourse1 !al llfflf no b.e. To £t'l d i e ~
mcdt die d8(s rating: 10 is die easies! ci.,.,-, o die m o s t ~
Mes (March 21~ 19) -Today is a 9 •NI d a sudden p,'n:
die most populorlod in to.m lhev.nole p,g ~)QM'

OBTAINING A GRADUATE DEGREE
• Find out what programs are available
and hOw to apply
• Learn how to find out what is the
right program for you
• Hear how to gather information on
the program of your choice
• Learn what funding we have and how
to increase you chances of obtaining it
• Find out how to meet the English
language requirement before you_ apply.
• Learn what graduate tests may be
required and how/where to take the
THE EARLIER YOU APPLY AND COMPLETE
THE APPLICATION PROCESS, THE BETTER
YOUR CHANCES WILL BE OF OBTAINING · .i
ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

START NOW AND FIND OUT IF YOU'RF. ·
INTERESTED IN PURSUING GRADUATE
EDUCATION AT SIUC!

, n ? ~ f,,r,7

Please send an email to me at llyons@siu.edu
if you plan to attend

Thanks! I hope to see you there!

~

~~ & ] ~ ~
Unscramble ll>ese lour J~mbles,
:-.ne letter lo eaell square,
to loon lour Otdinaiy WO<ds.

I

TYMIA

±

---

FLOWEL

FOR MORE INFORMATION, COl'.'TACT LU LYONS IN THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSIONS OFFICE AT 453-451 c.
OR SEND AN E~l.1AIL TO LLYONS@SIU.EDU

Daily Horoscopes

Let's Save Decatur by Seth Dewhirst

I

1 I 1

~~=• "[

I

~talera. llq'n:albl,ggi,gp,IDl-q,lhemwdlthtir
h ~ ll's as i lhey ,_,. bdore realized howsmarip, ft.
ll'sabw~
T&ISUI (Apl »-Ma, 20) • Today is a 5 • The money shrud
sUrt poumg i\ but )QI may be too pooped lo enjoy t. • )'0UW
tru"ty.a, at di: ,iarne_ )'0UW establisliod I cash ftaw that CDml!S
inautr~.llp,"-n\v.a1yet.kttpatt.
c;tminl(May21-Junell)-TO<',yisane-You1emergeaslhe
Ldty...,.,.,_ Bui it's not bx lhal's behi'ld thissuae5& ll'S)QM'
DIM'I ~ You may have had lo do some jobs r,,u t.l.o Of
chrtt rimes ID get them riglc. II p,'r,, not q,ite there )'Ct. IUT)I
C.- (lune 22·.lu'r 22) • Today is a 5 • You can\ allcrd lo be
v.orried now. Turn that armety no adior\. Do the "'5e.W\ make
11105ephonecall!,surftheWeb-~ktakes.l.aLrichan
i<M,,iigatior,, leatn v.flal ID do, and watd, lf105e old le.vs tum iiro
n,wairdidena,.
Leo (July ll-Aus, 22) • Today is an B•NI d a sudden die sun is
shiningbrigh!tf•in)QM'heart...,_.,,Mostlhingsv,;am,gi;gt-a
along. There may be a fewmed,anic.,lgft.<hcs, but that can\ be
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
helped.Mctr:.rtisslill retrograde.Blame k onthat.
byHoNIAmoldancllllkaArglrion
\1rcO (Aui, ll-Sq,t. 22) • Today is a 5 • Youl bcl5.'50fteachtt
5effllS lo dn)QI have su;,eman.al pa.-.-. ~lime he Ofshc
asks )QI ID d o ~ )QI dittrful!y s.,y )'Or.I v.;I. You lttl &b,
. p, have no choa. but p, cb. You v.a,\ get fRd Of llunud l
p,tell dielrulh.
Ubra (Sept. ll-Od 22) • Tod,y is I 9 • You'r,, di and IIJnlW'6,
~ s ~ a n d unostwilllil reach. You're not alone,
~.a You have lots d gre..i people giw,g ) Q I ~
rdlowtm,ughonadtt.vnp,'vehadkir~ lhelime isrightl
Smrpio (Od. ~ 21) • Today is a 5 -You may be wom out.
bul lhal's OK.• shouldn\ tab! much ene,gyto tale the next step.
1he lund's,g )'0UW bttn waiting kir is Mhin reach. I !he inttesl
me is too high p, can mnance Lm.
SacJl!Mlus(Now.22-cec.ll)•ToJayisan8•t'-lnsigl-tsar,,
poppi,gin:o)QM'head.and)Ql'r,,gairw,gn,w~fota touah
co.di. You've Up! d i e ~ partc.lya.-lhecriesand c!iscar.led die chall. Nc""4 )Ql'r,, ~ lo die part Mlffl!)Ql can
play.
c.pla,m (Dec. 22·Jln. 19) • Today is ,1 5 • M that work )QI JU
di yes1ffll,y is wailing k,r )QI today. By ~ )QI might unost be
it die mood ID do t. Once )QI gt'l ya.- rruine daww\ )Ql'I gu
lhrcughl~.
,Aquna(la>.20-r.b. ll)•Todayisa lO•You're~ampd'.r,gandwry~Yt:u~v.ilfitdp,~
arv!wnwaw. f p, don\ have a ~ y e t . ~ ~will, a

(J ~~=~

x-r xx l' t I I)!
·

'

(Answers tomonow)

Jumbles: IMPEL
BURLY
BELFRY .AUBURN
Answer. Hald up In bad wea.lher-m UMBRELLA

------r.0.-&uo,~L--

.IUIIIC.aa.AISICIIJlalNO.H•T•..,_ .... , _ . - . ...... _..SS.MN .....

~prosped.

.

Pisces (r.b. 19-Mar:h 20)-Today is a 5 • Yoo may ha,,,e some
good Ideas lbc:xA fixrc up )QM'hcme. Ma)t,e lhal'sMiat )'0UW
bttn tool<ina lbc:x4 bdie past,_ days. y-.,.. ~ genius has
bttn atworlr. Nc""4 sUrt mcw,glf-.irvsarotnl.
(c) 2002, 1RIBUNEM£Dl,\SER\IICES INC.
D<sllilulr.dbylCligltllidder/nhne

COMICS

Crossword
I

9 BasmaUand

1e Conspieoous

u

6UCC8SS

17 Composer
Slravlnsky

..
.
.

32 V/aylogo

33Qomwol's

nicl<name
38CU~de-37 Prepares copy

64 NowdriV9f,

usualy
65 Tines ol nole

DOWN
1 The slammer
2 Avant113rde
Cllmpos8f

3 Plenty

4.llmes_,...,,.

II

1)

No Apparent Reason
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by Brian Eliot Holloway
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a Froozelront?
9 Passos gossip
10 Hore, In Paris
11 Gets tough
12 Holliman and

Sauggs
13 BanOI slal
21 Charming
instrument
22 Artories'
count8fpar1s
26 MlcGlawol
"lowSlory"

27 ApprOJ<imalaly
28 Colodul horso
29 Solhoby's
employoo

011%4/DZ

by Justin Barus and Andrew Feinstein

Solutions
3 I N
0 I o
I I 0
S
, 3
- J.
H::, N n V H
1 I MO 1 •
3 II o- -s
S 3 01 S N
S V
J.,
3 ,
N 0

---

II
0
0
0

s ,

,,

.... "n

3 3 J. •
:JU
" 3 H•
3M J. 3
d•
- J.
3 S 0
3 ,. on
J. I 0 3
0 If

•

,.3 S, nd •V ,3 A3 I
V

,

1:1 'I I 1

•

S
1 ::,
1 N I
N 3 d
V ti 3

::, 3 •
1 .,
S 3 ::, I u •

33 Vlodding \'0WS

43 Where It's oold,

II HJ.
VI! 3 d 0
::,
D• N V I
I S 0 II d

MV 3 ,

-- ---·-d n
3 H 1 N 0

:l V S
1 no If
1 V 11 0
0 I
0 II 1 3 II
I ti 0 01
I 3 , ., 1
I l'I ., ::, s

,• 3
0 • If 0

--

I If

1

31 Memorizing

30 Tee5hol

I
V

J.
0
H

process

gf.\'X,

34 ~ d e d
45
181 go
35 Adam's )<)UngGst 46 Embroidered

5 Boast!LA talk
6 DeMiDollid<s
7 Jonathan Larsen :
play

-•"

n

JO

Nlo'Mldof
25 Pass
27 Fine speai<er
30 Training routines

r,n,;iors

2e

"
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1B DelicalOClllof
Qownlol
Ex post lado
MC minus VL

10
20
23
24

61 Sunoco n,iaf
62 Blocihead
63 Drum\Mth

,.

,,

.."

15 Ul'""ap

60 • Alda" or "Thais"

.

,.

"

bra.NII
14 Cod<·and-bull
sloty

Erle

.

... r...... r...
-....
-" ~r 1:

ACROSS
1 Con game
5 VIiie of Zeus

38Klondlke!.ncl
39 Advancing
42 Namely
44 Putintoellod
45 Hp
46 Skoal!
46 Bombard
49Charlesoool
"CllariolsolRre"
50 Card order?
56 Sharply delinod
56 Boss
59 Montyf>)1hon's
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~i~ro,o.

~ ~~

~~

51 Be_aslmay...
52 ttl_you,...
53 Slencll

54 Texasc:rod<
55 TraWlors' needs

47
Nader
57 lndOnoslan
lslandgroop
48 Hppio salulallon

Doonesbury

by Garry Trudeau

a

closer
look!

Mixed Media

by Jack Ohman

LUNCH

Helen, Sweetheart of the Internet
PHIi.. l'M Al.I. OVER
WITH IIERVOUS TICKS!

7~
Jeff MacNelly's Shoe

by Peter Zale
CUTC,OWll)'OUR
WORIC. TAKE
TIMEOFF. \

Jo~,\

I

.. ::·.

ONtT0PPiNG. P1zz·A
.& BREADSTICKS
MEDIUM

\

AND LATE NIGHT

$899
• • ru

•

LARGE

$f-~9,.V,:mx·

•

··.;;g,aoaaJ
DEEPDISH$1,00MOnE

.830 E. Walnut
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IOWA
COITTl!-iUED FROM rAGE

20

other - either a good swpri.<c or a bad swprisc," Web.~ said.
Afrcr the Drake contest, the Salukis \\ill trek C'.stw:url
across the furn:n cornfields to meet Northern Iowa for a 7:05
p.m. Sarunbyeng.igcment at the UNI-Dome in Ccd.lJ' Falls.
The Salukis pickro the P.mthers apart at the SIU Arena
Jan. 12, using stitling pressure defense and superior quickness
to ble,w past UI\'183-58.
But Northern Iowa (11-6, 6-2 i\lVC) has been the
biggest swprisc in the l\lVC to date and tradition:illy plays
well in its dome emirons, where the Panthers O\\TI a ,ictory
O\'l:r Iowa c:irlier this \\inter.
Considering tr.\'1 \\ill be out to a,-.:nge t.'1e ego bruises SIU
inflict~ earlier this month and that the Robbie SiC\i:rding-l~
P.mthers ha,-c some dangerous personnel, its easy to see why
the Salukis foci this g:ime could present some problems.
"'lou knO\V they're going to be n:ady to plaJ; and they're
going to p!.iy better at home,•\ \'eber said. "I hripe it goes as
smoothly as it did here, but I dm~'! think that'u happen. I'm
sure it'll be a much tougher g:ime:
CoumsyofCn:ighton's \\in at Wichita State on Tuc:sdaJ;
the Bluejays :ire currently a half game ahead of SIU for first
place. With a shlJ\\OO\\TI ben,= SIU and the Jays looming
i.'l Omaha the wcc~nd after this one,\Veber and company
would be \\"Cll·sen-cd to a\'oid the oitf:ills of the road betwi:en
now and then.
•
"The next t\\'O \\ttks :ire \'Cl)' crucial bec.mse \\'I: ha\'e
some important road games,"\Veber said.

degree in administration ofjustice,
20

he plans to oontinue his srudies and
begin ~'Ork on his masters dcgn:e.
When Young is not running or
r:iisc his technique and mechanics hitting the books, he enjoys writ·
to a superior IC\-d, he could one ing or reading black fiction nO\-ds.
day compete in the Olympics. . Sista Soulja, Eric Jerome Dickc:y
"Jeff is \'Cl)' dedicate<l, disci- and T.J. Butler 2l'C a fC\v of his
plin~, and willing to learn; famrite authors. H~ also ~ lis•
Gcnnan said. "He is an athlete tening to music. mainly hip-hop,
that }'OU do not ha,-c to tell that but he also enjoys other forms as.
much to. He knO\vs where he can well.
imp!O\'C."
As for the season, Young wants
For 'loung, the hunlles gi\'e to continue to imp!O\-e on his time
him a thrill that cannot be found and possibly break the ~corrl
again.
in simply running.
"We \\ill ti)' to dC\-dop his
"You an: not just tl)ing to beat
other people, }\'.lU an: tl)ing to beat technique and mechanics so he
the hunlles,"Young said.
can be better nc:xt >=; German
Many athletes admire some- said. "\Ve need to work on changone who is or has competed in ing his bad habits. He is one of the
their rcsp:ctn-c sport, and 'loung is key athletes."
no different. He has always idolNo matter how many records
iud the late StC\-e Prefontaine, an Young breaks, he and his coaches
American track and field legend knO\v he has a long way to go.
"We an: just starting to 5CC
who w:is considered America's
what Jeff can do," Wright said.
premier runner in the 1970s.
"I-le ran long distances straight "\Ve an: a long w:iy from being
from the start," Young said. "He where \\'I: want him to be and
put .in a shO\v for 12 laps and did where he: wants to be."
not appear tired."
&porr..'T Samaruha Robin.son
Young is not just about sports;
he is also dedicat~ to his acadecan k michcd a1
mics. After he attains his lxu:helors
srobinson&lail) C!!)l'tian,com
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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&.'fXJm.-r Jay Schuab can h: l\"QCr.:d a1
jsch\\ab&lailyq,•yptian.com
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Be like Mike? Some wish Jordan would be more of an activist
By Mike Wells

t):

Knight Ridder Newspapers

ter of the National Association for the
"You can't tell them (people) to be
Ad\':mcr.ment of Colo~d People. ~ J\like, tell them to dC\-dop s:an"Ching money and going back to the danls and want to get an education and
get a college .-gre:. It's tough when
commuO:ty :ire t\\'0 different things."
A \ Viurds spokesman said Jord.m }\'.lU ha,-e NiJtc promoting slogans that
w·...s interest~ in addressing the issues say, 'Be~ J\.like.'You need doctors,
and might answer questions ,ia c-·mail. law)-crs and people~ that to promote
The e-mails nC\tt arm"Cd.
those t)pes of things."
"Donating to just the Boys and
i\lilwau.kee Bucks gu::nl Ray Allen
Giris Club is (insufficient)," former defended Jorrlan's right to choose
CIC\-cland Brmrns running back and where and hO\v he gets in\'Oh-crl.
Pro Footb:ill Hall of Fame member
"I remember when they had the
Jim Brmm said in a recent telephone march in C'.olumbia about the flag,"
intenicv!. "J\Iichael is only one of Allen said of the con'.ro\'m)' rcg:utling
man): You need to go in the communi- the Conf~erate 5>mbols that an: part
ty and help promote positi\-c thin~. of the South Carolina state· flag.
The JC\\ish and Korean communities "People \.'ere sa)ing, 'Why didn't
an: doing it the right w:iy by tl)ing to i\ tichael Jordu. go dO\m then:?' And I
think it's u.-uair to i,ut certain guys in
soh-c the problems.
that acti\ist role, because at the same
time, \\'C re athletes. I think there an:
guys and athletes in the limelight that
don"t ~ what's going on in America
'or in the ,\'01ld, and they ~ a stance
~
on it whether they gi,-c money or
&e
wher. ,er thev talk about. But J\lichael
o
Jordaa has :tlw:iys been someone who
entertains people."
Jordan and the \Viurds come to
Minnesota after pla)ing Sarunby in
Chicago. It \Y.IS Jordan's fast game as a
,isiting pla)-cr at the Unitro Center
after helping the Bulls \\in si-< NBA
titles. The success of the Bullf and the
money they generated helped build
Unitro Center.
Not far a\\.lY on the beleaguered
West Side of Chicago is the James R.
Jordan Boys & Girls Club and Family ·
Life Center, namd for Michael
Jordan's late father. The Bulls donated
S5 million and Jordan S2 million to
build the club, according to Jordan's
oliicial Web ,ire. More than 1,000
children and their families come
t.'irough the club's doors each \\ttk.
SC\'Cl':il years ago, Jordan's st million donation resulted in the Jordan
Institute for Families, pa1t of the
SchO<'I of Social Work at the
Uni,·ersity of North Caro'ina at
Chapel Hill Jordan gradwt~ from
Microsoft- Offlco XP Standard
Student:; and Tear.hers
North Carolina in 1986.
is now availal:>le at a special !ow pricu. W.'th all the tools to help
Jordan also has ,ur,tributro to the
students get more done, faster and eas'er. It's a no-brafner.
United Negro College Fund, the
Buy it today at one of the· retailers below.
Ronald McDonald House and Special
Ol)mpics. This season, his first since
his most-recent ~tirement, he donat~
his S1 million sawy to help \ictims of
. the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Nonetheless, . he sometimes has
a,'OiJed greater invoh-cment, and ait•
ics ha\'C suggestro it w:is to keep corporate sponsois happy. Nike was aiticiud for how some of its workers an:
treated in Southeast Asian factories
when: its shOC$ an: made. In a 1999
W:i.shington Post story, Jordan's

J\londa); on the national holiday
cclebr.iting the birth of mil rights
ST. PAUL, Minn., (KR1)- leader j\ l:irtin Luther King Jr., Jordan
i\lichac!Jordan h'\5 been the 5>mbol of and the Washington \Vi~ make
C\'Cl)thing from athletic shoes to sp<,rts theironlpisitthis season to the Target
drinks to fast food to undem'Cal' to cars Center to play the Minnesota
and cologne. Some say he is the best Tunben\'Oh"CS.
athlete ofall time. He is a businessman.
The timing prompts the question
He has tri~ his hand in acting.
of what people in the AfricanThe phra.<e "Be Like Mike. crossed American commur.ity think Jordan
boundaries of gender, :,.gc, religion and should do and be. Is there an obligation
r.ice. He reportedly mikes S-IO million to u.<e the platform he h.is creat~
a \'Cal' in endorsements, of which he through his athletic greatness to proha'.s gi\-cn plenty to charities. He has mote social and communitv causes?
gr,-cn plenty of money to charities.
"i\Iany an: im'Oh-cd in charitable
But then: is one thing he has nC\-cr endea,'015, but }\'.lU r:udy see their faces
been: a publiclpisible acti,ist for_ or in the communiti~," said Nathaniel
in_ the African-American communi- Khaliq, president of the St. P.iul chap-

0

-f

iz

Offlcexp.
:_ ,__
,s now ava,·1 bl . ,:
a e.....
at _ almost 70% o, .-. for 1y·
You buyftbeca~se: on

$149.*

for

response \\.IS, "It's Nike', responsibility
... I only endorse the shoe products."
Jordan took heat for not helping a
North Carolina Senate candidate
endorsed by many in the AfricanAmerican community. According to
Sam Smith's book "Second Coming;
Jordan said he didn't knO\v the issues,
and besides, he told a friend,
• Republicans buy shoes, too.•
Boxing great Muhammad Ali
stood by his religiuus comicti:,ns during the Vietnam-War at the- _price of his
hea\)'\\-cight championship.
"I do not think that C\'CI)' black athlete or entertainer has an obligation to
thrust himself or herself into positions
of leadership." the I.ate tennis great
Arthur Ashe wrote in his autobiogr.i·
ph}: "HO\\'C\tt;our situ.1tion is increasingly d~te, and I admire those
athletes, and entertainers, who con·
sciously ti)' to gi,-e something back to
(k.>ple, if only by exemplary beha,ior. I
am less nappy \\ith the dcmurer.ess of
someone~ ?•tichacl Jordan, who is as
popular as he is rich." .
Some of the recent attention
focused on Jordan stemmro from his
wifi;Juanita, filing for oo'Orce.
Bro,m not~ that Jordan, having
earn~ millions, dOC"S not have to worry
about economic consequences of taking a public stand on issues.
"l\·c always ta!Y.ed :ibout o=amomic
f~om, and the5e guys ha\,: the
means to do it," BJO\m said, according
to the Fon Worth StarTelcgr.un. "But
they don't ha\-e the desire to do it.
That's real power."
In recent years, some leaders in the
African-fu'lcrican community ha\-e
shifted thcu mess:1i,"C to economic
emf'O'\'Crmc-nt, figuring that U a quick•
er way to political and social eqwlity.
In May, Richard D. Parsons, who is
African·Americ..n, . will succeed
Gerald Le,.in as chief cxccuti\-e officer
of AOL Time \Varner, one of
America's largest companies. Simply
by his position, he \\ill be a 5>mbol to
some African-Americans.
Jorrlan is an entertainer and
through his celebrity, he has the ability
to influence the millions ofpeople who
idolize him.
"I think athletes certainly ha\"C the
role model sutus thrust on them; said
Dr. Charles Farrell of the Rev. Jesse
Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH Coalition.
"B:1ck in King's day, there used to be
segrcg:ited communities where }'OU
li\-cd nc:xt door to doctors and lawyers.
Now, you don'- find that as often.
When you flick on television, )'Oil see
people like itichacl Jonhn, and kids
malcc that ronn.-ction and say they
wa;1t to be like him."
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Prozesky loudly leads. the way for team
Cm-nr Pro-..nky ua smior on tht SIU mmi s:u.-imming and diving /tam. Tht South Afian nalit~ has
hem a luy part oftht Uam's su,,m as ht has dominattd tht Missouri Viillry Ccnftrmu in tht hrraslstrokt
and individual mrdlry rwnts. 1-'ruusky r«mtly tool:,
somr timr off to spral:, to ]ms Dtju of thr DAID"
EC17'7UV.

CP: I'm an cncigctic, loud p=on. Some people don't
like it too much that I'm loud, but it's just how I am.
DE: How diffcn:nt has the college ~ = been,
being a foreign student-athlete from South Africa?

CP: It's a huge diffcn:ncc. fa"CJ)ihing hen: is just
totally Jiffcn:nt than hick home. The \\'l:ather, the
schoo~ the language. At lint, I w:is translating C\'1:1)'"
aS\,immcrr
thing to my language and then I'd translate it into
English.so it took me fom"Ct just to writ~ my English
ComeProzcsk)~ I thinkl'mana\'crageruimmer,but. papen. But,)t>U knmv, it's one of the mostcnjO}~l~
J tty rctlly hml. Owing practice I tty to do C\"CJ}~ times in my life. I'm just ha\ing the grcati:st fun.
thing 100 pc=nt to become better. I don't think I
M'I: the most talent in the world, but I ha\'I: a lot of DE: You'n: not the typical student-athlete. You'n: 25
will power to train hard and tty to become the best.
and }'OU M'I: a \\ifc. Docs that make it lurder to do
all the things )'OU ha\'c to do to be =ful in ruimDE: What goes through your mind dwing a race?
ming?

won the MVC's by not C\'l:O n:sting. It was just like
another dual meet. So it \\uuld be a great honor to
go out as a scruor afier\\'I: win ourconfcn:n~ 1bat's
what )UU'n: practicing C\"CJ}' day for. It's like a curot.
We'n: a donkey and th: curot's in front ofus. I'll try
to be an example to my tc:unmatcs and
maybe C\"CJ)body will swim as best they
cm.

Dm:,· EC11'11.t\: Ho.,. would )UU describe )u=clf:is

CP: During a raa:, nothing. It's like a m:tdunc. You
S\,im, and when you ha\'c a good S\,im, }\'.l\l rcrnc:mbn· nothing. If I'm having a hard ruim, all I think
:ibout is 'Oh, the pain, the pain. The pain is \"CJ}' bad.'
DE: Do you ha\'I: any sup=titioru?
CP: Yeah. Bcfon: the race I drink from the pool I
drink the pool \\".lter,just t\\U sips. I don't know, that's
just a thing. Bcfon: I S\,im, I drink pool \\".ltcr;
DE:Howdocs it fed whcn)\'.l\l finish a raa: and you
look at the scon:bcmd and sec that )'OU bc::lt C\'1:1)'"
bod): What's going through your mind at that point?
CP:Just pure enjo)ment. You'n: \\urlcing so lurd and
then )'OU achiC\'I: )'Dlll'gools,}'OU justw.mt to bunt out
.md shout from the happiness. Thcn:'s nobody in the
\\t>rld who competes to lose, C\"CJ}ixxly \\".lnts to be
the best they CIO be. If)t>U bc::lt C\"CJ}body, it gr.,:s )\'.l\l
a ,-ay satisf.u:tory fcding :hat you did }'DUI' best and
got lint.
DE: How "uuld )'OU dcsaib.: )'OUISdf outside of the
pool?

CP: I ,\uuld say yoh, a little bit. l\ly \\ire's al=dy
earning money and hen: fm liki: the slackei;shc's taking care ofmc.Actuall);it'salsogoodfcrmc that she's
hen: - ha\ing my \\ife here, it just helps me so much.
I'm not londy bccwsc I M'I: all my funily with me.
I miss my mends, but sina: I'm a little oldci; it's like
when you get home, )'OU go to bed.
DE: Last yor at the confcrcna: championwps, )'OU
guys lO!>t by ll\'I: points. How hard \\".15 that to tlkc?
CP: It \\".15 ,-ay hard secir.g the expressions on my
teammates, on their 6ccs. Some people \\'1:n: eying,
much sadder than other people, but )'OU lcun fiom
any~= in your life. If)'OU h.n'I: a hw experience in your life, )'OU O\"CtCOmc it and )'OU1! be a better person after that, so I hope we all lcun something
from that and -..'1:1! come out £ghting much lurder
this )'c:11' and cam our ,ictoiy.
DE: 5cdng how >oo'n: a scruor, how badly do )'OU
want to get the championship hick and go out on
top?
CP: Vaybad.Myfrcshman)=,I camehcn:andwc

Saluki wotnen
hope to snap streak
Todd Merchant

per game. She is also strong on the
boards, :m:raging 6.2 n:bounds pa
game.
.
The SIU ,mn:en's basketball tc:un
Schutte, a scruor, leads the team \\ith
nC\"Ct seems to get a brc:ik.
6.8 rebounds per game, and she is also
After setting a SC:wul record for :r.'l:r.lging 11.6 points a con:i:st.
most CDl'l>«Utt\'1: losses, the S:ilukis
S.uuki guard Molly McDowell s:ud
M'I: to tra\-d to Ca!u Falls, Iow:i, to tty S\\isher and Schutte arc going to be
and smp their losing stn::ik against the tough to stop, but containing them will
thiro-pba: P.inthers.
not be the key to the game.
It seemed last week that SIU (4-12,
"Those two an: pn:try gooc1,•
0-7 Missouri VallcyConfcn:nce)wou!d Md>m.'1:11 said, "but if \\1: CIO keep
get it-. lint MV'C ,ictoryofthe season
others from stepping up, we should
when it hosted both Indiana State and M'I: a chana:.•
Illinois State, two tcuns which ha,-::
The P.tnthers n:a:ntly upset Drake.
struggled in the confcn:ncc.
the top team in the confl':tCl'CC, 81-66,
H="Ct, dwing a four-day span, and have won four cf their last m'I:
the S:ilukis fcll in t\\U heartbreaking games.
losses - 71-65 to the Sycunon:s and
Forw.ud Jodi Heiden 5:l!d Northern
69-67 to the R:dbirds.
l0\\-i will be good competition for SIU.
After ti,-..: loss to Dlinois State, the
"If \.C cm =ite all the little
tcun apr.cucd drained, physically and things, \\'I: M'I: a shot at getting a \\lll,•
cmotion:ill}: Although they\\'1:11: disap- Heiiknsaid.
SIU is !rd by Md>m.'1:11 and guard
pointed, the S:ilukis \\'1:n: not ready tu
Holly Tc:iguc. The duo is :l\-a;iging
gj,.'I: up on the season.
Junior gwrd Hillaiy Phillips, who 26.4 points per game for the last-pba:
scon:d a circcr-high 11 points against ~:ilukis.
the RaibJ-ds, said the team was disnic tc:1111 also has two of the top
traught, but still optimistic about the double-double threats in tlic MVC in
rest of the SClSOn.
Heiden and forw.ud Gcm!aWooJud.
"Our season isn't 1,Jing how \\'I: Both pb)"CtS M'I:_ ~ four double. w.mt it to go,• Phillips s:ud. "Wc'n: just doubles so far thi.1 )C:U:.
II)ing to keep our heads up.•
Heiden (7.4 rpg) and Woodard (7.1
When SIU heads to Northern lmva rpg) an: .ilso two of the top n:boundas
tonight, the team will be attempting to in the confcn:ncc.
smp mon: than just a ninc-g:imc losing
With all this t:i!ent in their lineup,
stn:ak.
tho! S.ilukis M'I: a shot at pulling off an
The S:ilukis ra.'I: not dcfotcd the upset :.might in Cedar Falls, a £act that
P.uithcrs (10-8, 5-2 MVC) in their last is not lost on l\lcDowdl
"If \\'I: play as wc'n: c:ip:iblc of pla)~
eight meetings. and they ha\'I: dropped
six of the their last 10 at Wrst G)m, ing. \\'I: cm pull out a \\lll,• Mc:Dm.'1:11
dating hick to 1Y92.
s:ud.
SIU \\ill ~.1: its hands full on
defense as it tries to shut down two of &pmer Tood 1-.f.xhi."lt cmi h: rea:ld
tmcrchant@lail)Tg)-ptian.com
the top pb)"CtS in the conference in for-, w:uJ Amy S"isher and center Abbi
The SIU women-. b•sA•lba/1 INm 0
Schut:c.
t•.I: • • ,?II Notfhem low• •t 7:05 ,
Swishri; a sophomo~, is fifth in the
fM,IQhl':' C~_Falls, '°"!:/.
MVC in sroring, ;n-a;iging 1-1.7 points
Daily Egyptian

DE: F:r.urite musician?
CP:U2
DE: Favorite actor?
CP: Hamson Ford.
DE:F:r.urite1V show?
CP: Frasier.
DE: F:r.urite IIl0\1c?

CP: The 't.~on.
DE: Favorite local n:stwrant?
CP: Carmen'~ China House.

Sport: Swimming and Diving
Hometown: Pretoria. South Africa
Height: 6'1", Age:25, Year: Senior
Events: Breaststroke,

Individual Medley

100 Breaststroke: 56.67
200 Breaststroke: 2:00.07
200 IM 1:52.00, 400 IM 4:00.35
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young m:.n into a convicted felon.
And damn, at one point, he was so
close to making it c>!lt.
Unfortunatel)', then: an: thousands of Anthon)'S out there. I'm
sun: you know of at least one, probably more. It's tragic.
_ Anthony im't a stupid person.
He just did a stupid thing. No,
, Anthony isn't an angel, but he isn't
a dangerous criminal, either.
Sun:, he needs to take n:sponsi-

bility for his actions, but I just wish
a fc,y of our high school coaches
would ha\'I: done mon: to help when
they had the chance. Anthony has a
strong mother, but some kids can't
talk to a pan:nt liki: they can their
coach. Coaching is much rrion: than
a 9-to-5 job. They nc:cd to be then:
for the kids. Work them hard. I
mean, the football team didn"t
1'.a\'I: a weight program. 1bat should
be mandatory.
Dusing the basketball off-season
the g)ffl should be open. I n:membcr
\\'I: used to ha,'I: to bn:ak into the
school just to pby basketball All \\'I:

=

wanted to do was play basketball. Is
that so wrong? Someone would find
us and tell us to gi:t out, sa)ing we
wcrcn"t supposed to be there. When:
were \\'1: supposed to be? Out in the
stn:cts? Because, unfortunately, as in
Anthony's case. that's usually the
altcmati\-C:.
Maybe if someone would ha\'I:
kept Anthony a little mon: uccupied
in the g)m back then, he wouldn't
ha\'I: all this time on his hands now. I
guess \\'1:11 ncvu know.
Corey Cl<Sick can be reached at
ccwick@dailycgyptian.com

Bad knee interrupting your game?
The Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago and
Southern Illinois Healthcuc Rehabilitation
Services has the knowledge and experience
to hdp you get moving again. In f.tct, ic is
part of the Rehabilitation Institute of
Chicago, the &: · rated rehabilitation hospir..l
in the nation sino:: 1991 acmrding to U.S.
NEWS 6- World &port. The same expertise
and individu.alized service i~ av.illahle right
here in southern Illinois.

Rehab UnUmited

30-- ,W. Jackson• Carbondale, Illinois 62901.• 618.549.0721

The best in healing and·hope is here.

•
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Young ready for stardom Key road trip
takes Dawgs
to Iowa

Hurdler breaks record
Samantha Robinson
Daily Egyptian

The SIU tr:ick and fidd team has only comp:ted in one scored meet so f:u- this season, but ·
it is already rcwriM3 the record books.
During the Booster Club Imit1tional earli·
er this month, junior Jeff Young shattered the •
SIU indoor 60-metcr hurdles record "ith a
time of 7.90 seconds. The old record of 8.16
seconds was set in 1999 by Elliott Young.
"It w:i.s g=t; I could not bdiC\"C it," Young
said. "It just goes to show all the coaching and
hard wr-rk paid off."
Young, a transfer from Seton Hall
Unh-cisi!); bcg-.in his tr.tining at SIU during the
summer of 2001 \\ith !iurdles coach Enrique
German.
After attending Seton Hall for one year,
Young decided he needed to nuke a change.
His coach tried to comince him to st:1\; but he
lamv he couldn't do it.
•
With the ht!p of a coach at Seton Hall,
Young was introduced to SIU and German. He
was a little apprchensi,-c about cont1cting
German, but once he did, he lamv he had
made the right choice.
"He cxpbined his philosophy m-cr the
phone and reminded me of my high school
coach,"\oung said. "I knew I would be treated
good here. I was hoping the grass was greener
on the other side."
Although \oung had made up his mind to
attend SIU, the coaches still had to nuke a final
decision about his participation in the program.
"Coach German and I looked at the numbeis and Jcfi"s personality and made our decision," said Cameron \Vright, men's tr:ick and
fidd head coach.
\ Vright said that Young could come to SIU
and, ,,ith the hdp of German, become one of
the top runnm in the country:
\Vhen Young mm-cd to Southern Illinois,
he said he was impressed \\ith the friendliness
of the people and their "illingness to t.tlk, e\'cn
if they did not know him. He was also happy 10
get 3\\~' from the cold weather and small cam·
pus oi Seton Hall.
\oung bcg-.in running in the eighth grade
but did not begin hurdles until high school,
A~IIX, H&G&.UHD - 0AIL1' ECY"1AN
when he disco>-cred thac \\-ere hurdle C\'Cflts in
the Ol}mpics. Young said he thinks if he cm Saluki jurior· Jeff Young runs hurdles at practice on a Wednesday
afternoon. Young recently broke the SIU indoor r~cord for the 60 meter hurdles
See RECORD, page 18 event.

Salukis open· two-game
trip at Drake tonight
Jay Schwab
Daily Egyptian

February is right :i.round the comer, and it's coming to that point in the season when it seems the
stakes grow higher each time out.
The SIU men's baskctb:tll team is embarking on a
two-g.unc road trip to IO\v.t that begins tonight at
Drake and continues Saturday at Northern Imva. For
the Salukis, the Im,-a S\\ing will either sef\"C as a major
lift or a warning signal that the fight for the l\lissouri
Valley Conference title might be C\-cn more perilous
than they imagined.
"This is a big trip for us," srJ guard Kent
\V"illiams said. "It= set us apart from the lcaguc,get·
ting two road ,,ins up in IO\,-a ag:unst two good
teams, especially Northern lO\va. \Ve ha,-c to come
focused and get after them."
"If we = get to 8-1 and get two road \\ins like
that, it would be big for us."
SIU (16-3, 6-1 MVC) currently sits a half g.une
behind Creighton for the top spot in the league. The
Salukis ha,-c not played particularly \\-ell on the road
in recent \\ttks, a trend head coach Bruce \Veber has
been emphasizing needs to change for the team to
-nake a serious run at the confacnce title.
SIU's first order of business \\ill be tonight's 7:05
p.m. contest \\ith Drake at the Knapp Center in Des
l\loines. The Salukis ha,-cn't seen the Bulldogs (8-9,
3-4 MVC) in person this year, but like last season,
contlining S\\ttt-shooting guard Luke McDonald
will be a top priori!):
"McDonalds good, they ha,-c some size, but just
talking to (Drake) Coach (Kurt) Kanaskic, he feds
their athleticism is a question mark and their quickness on defense is," Weber said. "Hopefully things we
Cl1'l exploit arc \\"C ha,-c better athletes, we Cl1'l push
the b:tll and \\"C Cl1'l rebound."
The Bulldogs ha,-c been unable to est1blish much
momentum this season, but ha,,: done just enough to
st1y afloat. Most recently, Drake dropped a n-71
contest to Northern Iowa Sunday in Des l\loines.
"They keep surprising you one way or the
S:le Iowa, page 18

One man's blues, society's probl~tn
The best athlete I went to high school
with was a young man named Anthony
Johnson. He was unstoppable on the foot•
ball field. You couldn't catch him on the
track.·
Anthony was simply amazing. He
weighed in at just around a buck-fifty
(soaking wet), but that did litt!c to inhibit
his power on the football field. Linebackers
would knock the snot out of him. He'd
bounce back a few yards, somehow keep
his balance, then spin and tip-toe down the
field for another 10-to-15 yards. He made
all the right moves.
On the track, Anthony was one of
Illinois' top triple jumpers. He pranced
down the triple jump pit like a deer, then
appeared to glide. through the air for what
seemed like forever. I loved practicing with
him,. because every day he did something
incredible.
Anthony had one of those engaging
personalities - you couldn't help but like
the guy. He was hilarious. Smart, too. He
was taking classes like trigonometry and

physics, classes I didn't
somber night just a Colleges were scared off. Then, add in the
dare attempt.
few weeks prior to the guilt factor of living with the reality that he
He had everything ·
IHSA state track and was in the driver's scat the night his friend
Corey field championships died.
going for him. My
It couldn't have been good psychologi•
friend was sitting next
Cusick during the spring of
to Anthony in class
1995, his scnipr year . cally. And it did nothing to help him
escape the environment that ultimately
one day. He was open·
of high school.
ing a letter from Ohio
A lot of people sucked him in.
Nearly three years later, Anthony hit
State Unhi:nity. Yeah,
would never look at
he had everything
Anthony the same rock bottom. He was arrested and charged
going for him.
. after this fateful night.
with conspiracy to distribute crack. It was·
I wish I could go on and tell you all
He was out with a group of friends, n't one of his better moves.
about Anthony's s~ccessful college career. I including a young woman he was interest·
Poverty, and C\'erything that comes with
wish I could say he broke all kinds of cd in. While driving her home, it suddenly it, ultimately got him.
records before earning his degree. happened - the alignment in the car went
The lure and temptations of the street
Unfortunately, this isn't a talc of achieve- out. Anthony last control of the vehicle as did what dcfensej couldn't ever do to
ment, rather an Account of the demons that it veered into ;i ··ditch. The young woman Anthony - they took him down. He
didn't survive. Police found alcohol around became another st:1tistic. Another wasted
can haunt a po.lr, young black kid.
the car and said that Anthony had been talent. Another could've been. When is
These arc Anthony Johnson's blues.
this cycle going stop? The war on drugs has
drinking.
Anthony never did go to Ohio State.
This prO\'ed to be a major blow to failed miserably. Crack is still abundant.
He never even made it to community college. He stumbled off that path. Instead of Anthony's future, not to mention his repu- The chance at making some quick, easy
a playing field or lecture hall, Anthony now tation. While lucky to be alive, he never money transformed a smart, promising
did compete at the state championships spendJ his days in a prison cell.
See CUSICK, page 19
His troubles first came about on a which was the least of his problems.

